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lailie9,coming Fever Hits Climax as Celebrations Begin
Special Edition

Fonda in Flicks

The Spartan Daily presents its
Idatitlal Homecoming issue today.
Readers may find a variety of
stories, from tomorrow night’s big
game with Fresno State, to helpful hints on wearing apparel for
the contest in today’s 14 -page edition.
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Spartans Seek Revenge Against Bulldogs
ROTC Guards
To Lead Parade
Through Town
NAN

BARATINI
At 5 p.m. tomorrow thc- ROTC Color Guard will leave the corner
of First and East St. James streets to be followed by "the greatest
Homecoming
parade
ever,according to Les Olsen, parade
committee chairman.
SJS 1958 edition of the annual march will continue from East St.
James street, down First to William street.
Close behind the color guard will come parade grand marsheil,
Pres. John T. Wahlquist, driven by ASB president Dick Robinson.
Judy Allen, Spartan Homecoming queen, will follow the grand
marshall in an open convertible.
Judy is to precede the four
Homecoming attendants: Sheila
O’Brien, Ziska Baum, LaDonna
Schulz and Heleb Barker.
The. San Jose State marching
band, one of 10 to be featured
in the march, will lead the way
for floats of every type and (lee
scriptIon. Independent and
Greek entries will carry out the
The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity Homecoming theme of this year,
fire engine will lead a car caravan "A Muilje.al Salute to Sparta."
of Spartan rooters from campus
Decorated ears and marching
living groups to Spartan Stadium, units also will be reviewed by
where the homecoming bonfire judges and honorary guests to be
rally will take place at 8:30 p.m. seated in the reviewing stand at
The caravan will form at 8 p.m. First and San Antonio streets.
Cheerleaders Frick Goss, Bob Prizes will be awarded in the float,
Richards, and Bill Hardy will ride non-float and Marching divisions,
to the stadium in a ’Model T Ford. according to Olsen.
Guests of honor at the rally
Following the parade, Spartans
will be the Spartan football will leave First street for Spartan
team: captain and co -captain of Stadium and the Homecoming
the SJS-Fresno game to he play- football game between San Jose
ed tomorrow night; Gene Men- and Fresno State. Kickoff is at 8
tes, backfield coach. and Bob
Tifrhenal, head football coach.
DANCE ENDS DAY
Spartan royalty will be present
Homecoming activities will close
in the form of Judy Allen, Home- with an after-game dance in the
coming Queen, and attendents Women’s Gym until 1 a.m.
ZIska Baum, La Donna Schulz,
Sophomore Class council is sponSheila O’Brien, and Helen Barker. soring the dance which will feaA singing group, the Trite Trio, ture taped music for continuous
composed of Jerry Watson, Torn dancing. Admission is 35 cents stag
Smothers, and Hick Goss, will be and 50 cents a couple.
on the program. Don Perry will
Fresno State rooters buses will
sing solo. Joan McAfee and Elsie bring students to the dance which
Wignall will sing a duet.
will begin immediately following
Tom Smothers will he master the game.
of ceremonies. Song girls, cheerleaders, and pep band will be on
hand to stir up Spartan spirit
for the Homecoming game.
Spardi will light the bonfire
built by members of Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity. Built of
railroad ties and filled with scrap
lumber, the bonfire pile will stand
about :15 feet high, according to
Alpha Phi Omega.
By BOB CROWE
It’s Homecoming time again.
Between 150 and 200 ties were
donated by Southern Pacific rail- The old grads are getting ready
for the sentimental journey back
road.
Guarding the bonfire structure to the times when the pursuit of
before the rally time will be volun- learning was just that a pursuit.
The old yearbooks and annuals
teer male students. Men who wish
to serve as guards are asked to go are taken out, dusted cff and leafout to Spartan Stadium any time ed through in an attempt to recaptoday, according to Kay Croxford, ture the feelings and faces that
accompanied four years at SJS.
rallies chairman.
From Los Angeles and San Francisco, Ojai and Eureka, the grads
are coming home.
But time taker; it toll and It
Is Inevitable that some will not
Chemists Unite!
return. And the only rememYou have nothing to lose
brance will be a faded picture,
but your chain reactions!
a half-forgotten jest or a
More dandy definitions.
shadowy memory.
Atom: Eve’s hutband.
This is especially true of the
Tin: not fat.
first classes that attended this
White tennis shoes:
century-old school. It is probable
what you should be
that no one will be present who
wearing to class.
helped put tip the simple, marker
8.50 at R A.
behind Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The metal plaque that says Class
of May 1886.
How many of the class of 1878
will be present?
1928 REUNION
That is the class that held its
Continued on Page 4)
First At Santa Clara
By

.

By RALPH CHATOIAN
With hopes of avenging last year’s 13-6 setback, the Spartan grid claws will battle the rampaging Bulldogs from Fresno Stets in San Jose
Stato’s Homecoming contest tomorrow night at 8 in Spartan Stadium.
The Fresno State eleven will be trying to make it five straight in
’511. They have won four games in a row after dropping their first three
betties this season. SJS will carry a 3-4 record into tomorrow night’s
fracas.
Spartans fell to a powerful COP
squad in their last encounter
26-13. Prior to that game, SJS
had defeated Arizona State. 21-20;
Denver University, 27-7; and University of Idaho, 41-6. The Spartans’ losses were to University of
Washington: 14-6; Hawaii, 8.6.
and Cal Poly, 10-6.
THIRD IN PARRINO
The Spartans currently rank
third in the nation in passing averages. After seven contests, SJS
By JOYCE FLORES
holds an average per game of
SJS and Fresno State football
168.7 yards. Army Is first with an teams will enter Spartan Stadium
average of 170.9 and Navy is sec- through a "Glory Alley" tomorrow
ond with 169.9 yards per
night at 8 to play the 4IS Home-,
Before the COP tom, ma;
coming game.
in first puce with a passing
The Golden Raiders will break
average of 174.7 per game.
through a picture of a Spartan,
The Spartans will be somewhat which will hang across the home
crippled going into the Fresno team goal post. On the other aide
State battle. Chuck Ennis definite- of the field, Fresno players will
ly will be out due to a pinched break through a picture of a
nerve in his back. Ken MeNeese Fresno Bulldog.
will fill his left tackle position
Homecoming queen Judy Allem
with Ernie Ibarra backing him and rival Fremio state will he
up.
saluted with card stunts tomorrow night during half-time.
EARL INJURED
Other card stunts will read "Ili
Ron Earl, center, is suffering
from a hip pointer and might be Alums," "5.1 State," "Beat Fresreplaced by converted guard Herb no." "Give," with a torch. The
Yamasaki. Clarion Appledoorn, word, will advertise the Campus
end, may not be ready due to a Chest Drive, which begins Monday.
Repeating their COP performknee ailment.
Fresno State’s ground attack is ance. the SJS marching band, unled by halfback Dale blesser and der direction of Roger S. Muzzy,
fullback Billy Ware, each with will play Stan Kenton Jaiz duran average of more than five yards ing half-time.
The band will man+ onto the
per Carry.
Spartan Stadium field by drum
Messer has packed the ball
majors Paul Figueirs and
100 times and has picked up 535
Charles t’oburn, and twirlers
yards. Wayte. who is 5-91.1 and
Jeonne Dickey, Shirley Smith
IRO lbs., has toted the leather
and Janette Polen.
6:1 times while gaining 358
Form i ng a peanut cart, the band
yards. Wayte’s average is 5.3
will play "Peanut Vendor." A preand Meliser’s Is LB.
Head Coach Clark Van Gald- cision drill will be made with
er’s charges from Fresno State "Cherokee The band will greet
finished the 1957 season with a former Spartans by speling out
5-5 record. Fullback Dean Philpott "Alums" as they play "I.aura."
Other numbers include "Sepwas the big gun for the FSC rushing offense. Philpott was grad- tember Song." "Moonlight in Veruated and was replaced by capable mont." "Artistry in Rhythm," and
Wayte who is fast becoming a -Out of Non-here."
Leading Spartan cheers will be
thorn in the side of Fresno State
,
cheerleaders Bob Richards and
sINE FORMATIONS
Hick Goss and Bill Hardy. Head
Fresno State runs mostly from song girl Carol Sandell, Sheila
vs-ing T. hat rises nine other O’Brien, Helen Ilarker, Stephl
tiirmations, including a spread T Green, Dana Currie and Patti Mat’ which stretches across the entire tern also will perform.
.Id.
PasPassingchores for the Bulldogs are handled by quarterhacks Jim Kuhn and Mike Pratt.
The Bulldogs are presently lend ;rig the Califiiinia Collegiate At h.
!elle Assn.

Card Stunts
To Highlight
T.
Half - ime

Big Bonfire
To Feature
Pep Rally

HER MAJESTY

Homecoming queen Judy Allen, 19, %%in reign
over the gala activities planned this weekend.
Judy, sophomore English and German major, was
sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega in the Home-

Queen contest. Queen attenilent are limit:I liallfll. Helen Barker, LaDi , a Schulz and
:dirila O’Brien.
Spartafoto

1,111inK

Grads Revive
Old Thoughts
01 Campus

Roos Atkins

SJS To Tackle
Red-Hot Fresno
In Grid’ Ttanic
i

Vandels Strike
Bonfire Blaze

EARL HOVERS OVER PIGSKIN

Ron Earl, senior renter on the Spartan football
squad, app...rs to hoaer a%,.r a hail. Earl,
Wart in the SJS line, is on the doubtful list for

tomorrow’s Homecoming cia...h with Fresno
state In Spartan Stadium. Earl is favoring an
injury.
spartalluk, by Corky Danncnbrink

1.’andel, last night s. ahlaze the
wood pile which was to be used
for tonight’s bonfire rally. destroy Mg approximately 20 percent of
the structure.
Rally Committee Chairman Bob
Gifford said the pile is being heavily guarded by police and school
authorities today. Ltitle damage *
was reported to the railroad ties.
but most of the kindling was lost_
The burning took place at approx.
imately 10 30 p m.
,
1

Chemistry makes the
world a better place to
live in. So read on, and
live a little!
Antimony: what ex-wives
collect.
Phosphorous: what exwives become.
H20: what you keep off
you with a casual
umbrella from RjA,
only 5.95.

:St
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Roos/Atkins
First of gate a Clara
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Judy Allen.
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Homecoming
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A 3.7 scholar ... with a laugh
that could warm the coldest to..-ri
in Wisconsin . . . where she was
born . . . describes Judy Allen
... San Jose State’s Homecoming
queen for 1958.
"I didn’t get
chance to eat
today. Judy admitted as she qu.ck-

The grid contest, highlight of the Homecoming celebration, is
one of several colorful activities.
The annual bonfire rally is scheduled tonight, with top entertainment and introduction of Coach Titchenal and the team listed on the
program.
i
Tomorrow evening’s parade in downtown San Jose promises to
provide a great deal of color. Floats built by Greek and independent
organizations will cruise down First street, each vyeing for the Sweep.
stakes Trophy.

IOSF

ST.

Entered as second class matter April 24 i
1934 at San Jose, Calif., under It,. net
of March 3, 1879. Member California
Newspapr Publishrs Association.
Published daily by Associated Students
of San Jose State College, except Sat.
urclay and Sunday. during C011Q year
with one issue during ach final examination period.
Subscriptions accepted only on a re.
minditr-of-school year basis. In fall
semester, $4; in spring semester, $2.

The Homecoming spotlight focuses on tomorrow night’s grid con- CY
test in Spartan Stadium, as Coach Bob Titchenal sends his spirited
charges against rival Fresnie State.
The local grid team has calitured three upset victories this season and promises to provide fans with plenty of action. The Spartans
will be seeking to bounce into the win column after suffering a setback
at the hands of College of Pacific last week.

By NAN BARATINI
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ly changed from her plain wool
skirt into a formal and her queen’s
jeweled crown for a La Torre portrait.
’’It’s been quite a week!"

A dance at the Hawaiian Gardens is on tap for alumni and seniors following the grid contest.
Plan to attend these and other events in one of San Jose State’s
top Homecoming celebrations.

NOT TYPICAL
Judy might appear to be a typical college coed but underneath
she is anything but typical.
’’Where am I from? Well, I was
born in Madison, Wisconsin in
December, 1938. Now, where shall
I start?"
Home has been "almost every
state" for Judy. She attended high
school in San Lorenzo and in her
junior year moved to Wiesbaden,
Germany, where she attended Gen.
H. H. Arnold American High
School.
ACTRESS
"When I was 16 I tried out for
a part in a Wiesbaden Theater
Guild play" Unsurprisingly
enough, she got the part of
Madge in "Picnic."
Judy is paying her own way
through college.
spent a very adventuresome
freshman year." She says.
Judy
attended University of Maryland’s
extension unit in Wiesbaden.
"I took 13 units at night and
worked as a secretary during the
day. On weekends I travelled to
Switzerland and France." She is
19-years-old.
SJS’ Homecoming queen is taking 18 units in humanities and
her major courses of English and
German. She plans to teach high
school after graduation in January. 1961.
This year’s queen has been a
Homecoming queen before.

Editorial

Alumni, welcome back. Welcome back to the 1958 edition of
tile Sgn Jose State Homeeoming celebration. A full slate of activities awaits you and undergraduates this weekend in this annual event.
We hope that you will visit the campus and will be delighted with
, the advancements that have been made here.
Most obvious changes on campus are the many new buildings
which have been erected to provide asioguate facilities for our many
students.
1
We hope you will not become alarmed at the decrease in grass
space. Sacrifices must be mad* to produce a modern campus.

World Travel
Highlights
SJS Queen

ar_www

Kingston Singers To Appear Sunday
The Kingston Trio, popular
male vocalists, will make their
only Bay Area appearance Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Woodrow
Wilson Junior High School auditorium.
Greeks have reserved 60 seats,

AND SHE CAN COOK
Homecoming queen Judy Allen is shown to lw a queen in the
kitchen as well. Judy will reign throughout the 1958 Homecoming celebration at SIS including tomorrow’s 5 p.m. downtown
parade and football game to begin at 8 In Spartan Stadium.
classical music as her favorite. She
loves to cook.
Judy admits she was calm
throughout the contest.
"Every time I went further,
though, besides being surprised, I
became a little more excited."
The Homecoming queen was
chosen on the basis of poise, grace
and ease.

ISN’T RUSHING
Judy lives in a boarding house.
She does not plan to go through
sorority rush at San Jose State.
She doesn’t smoke and considers
dancing as one of her fa\ orite
hobbies.
Mt extremely friendly sophomore, she is regal in a subdued
manner. One would never guess
the SJS Homecoming queen crown
was in the torn paper hag she
FOOTBALL QUEEN
carried along with her clipboard
"But it was on a much different
and English and classical literascale . . . for the Wiesbaden Flyture booics.
ers football team in 1956."
Judy’s
nationality
easily
is
Judy received many gifts with
guessed as Irish . .
for her blue the honor of being Homecoming
eyes: Swedish ,,,which accounts queen.
for her ’’trademark"
of long
"I was given a beautiful clock,
blonde hair; and German . .. be- gift certificate and jewelry."
cause of her jovial, yet dignified,
She gave San Jose State somepersonality.
thing, too, when she was crowned
The 5 foot 10 inch Queen lists a queenin the truest sense.

135 South First Street, downtown

Valley

Geology Club Elects
Ehrhardt President
ident

of

SJS

Geology

Club

SAN JOSE PAINT
AND WALLPAPER COMPANY

which may he claimed by con tacting social chairmen of the
organizations.
Tickets, priced at $3.50, $3.
$2.50 and $2. may be purchased
at the San Jose Civic Auditorium Box Office.

112 S. 2Nal St.
CT 2-1447
pen Thurs. m’e. Daily from 8 to 5.30
Valley Fair Branch
Open 3 nitesMon. Thurs: and Fri,

NEW!

Dick Ehrhardt. senior, is presEDITORIAL STAFF
Gary Brown. Hugh
Phillips, Harvey Johnson, DaBill
Scott
vid Elkott, Michael Johnson. Bill Knowles,
Joyce Flores, Nan Baratini. Myrna Togel4on. Rudy Del Rio, J. P. vonEthoesir,
Bob Crown. Bob Peterson John Curry,
Joe Crow. Jeanne Ar’cHenry, Bob Wilson,
ADVERTISING STAFF
Bruce Barter, Torn Finnegan, Delmer
Bertil Holmgren, Kay !dote,
Ronald KIley, Ken Lichtenstein, Sandy
McGowan, Diane Neil, Dle Pratt, Torn
Stewort, Phil Wood, ben. Yamemura.

FAMOUS ALUMS!
Whether you’re a famous alum and have
made your mark in the art world, or are
simply yearning to be famous, you will find
our service the same. Our competent sales
people know artists supplies and can advise
you in all fields. Come in end let us give
you our rodcarpet extra -special ’famous
artist" treatment we accord all our customers.

for

1958-59.

1
Elected to serve with Ehrhardt ,

are Al Bettiga, vice president; Bill ;
Read,

secretary

and Jim Nowling,

treasurer.
Dr. Marshall E. Maddock, assist-

i

ant professor of geology, is adviser
to the group.

THE LOWER DEPTHS
... a great play, a profound tragedy ...
by Maxim Gorki
NOV. 14, 15, 19 through 22
COLLEGE THEATRE
$1.00
50e

GENERAL ADMISSION
SJC STUDENTS
all seats

reserved

Box Office Open 1-5 p.m. Daily

Fair Shopping Center

1324 Lincoln Avenue, Willow Glen

HAND -GRAINED
CORDOVAN
gives supple softness to the longest wearing leather in the world

In the whole

;hoe

world, cordovan wears,

best...Our newest, handome models
are crafted from -crushed cordovan to
Make these

fiancees
lovely variations on a
party theme
for pretty you in a gay rno:.6, iHancee’s dyeable
lace -over -satin pump and spiriling vinylite
rotal-ognirps
dance merrily on and on. Choose both on
and a whole host of
high or mid -hi heel . .
other smart styles
to
From

12"

14"

shoe-, feel soft, comfortable

from the start. Of course, you’ll find
thorn only

at

Bloom’s Store for Men.

1995

charge
account invited

your

1311.00101S
STORE FOR MEN
71 SOUTH FIRST STREET

Takes Talent, Time, Temper, Toil, Tears, Teamwork:

BAND MARCHES ON

FrIday, November 14, 19511

SPARTAN nan.irs

Float Construction Continues

DA.
is
ON
AN

;is
S.

Twin drum majors and baton twirlers %slit lead SJS Marching
Band in toniorrint’s MonweoniInk- parade and during half-time
shins III the gaine. They are, left to right, Charles Coburn, Janet te
Vole’’, Jeanne Dichey, Shirley Smith and Paid Figneira.
Spartafoto tor Corkr thinnenbrink.

SJS Marching Band
Wears 1949 Uniforms
By ESTELLA COX
And the band plays on . . .
wearing 1949 uniforms in the 1958
SJS Homecoming celebration.
Playing Stan Kenton tunes and
performing precision drills, band
members illustrate a somewhat.
cultural lag. Their dress is inconsistent with their marching style.
When precision marching developed after World War II, college bands across the nation pur
chased West Point or military uniform styles. Even some high
schools have adopted the style,
consisting of choke collar, tailored coat, spats and hat with plume.
And the band marches on in its
outdated, outmoded wardrobe.
Uniform manufacturers say uniforms have a life expectancy of
8-10 years. One might conclude

SJS band blouses and trousers
have "had it." Besides being old,
they are worn, faded and sometimes baggy.
Let’s face it, our band needs
new clothes.
Roger S. Muzzy, band director,
is studying possible ways to acquire appropriations for new band wear. Plans so far are embryonic.

By JEANNE McHENRY
Ion, %saris. taunter, tears.
but eoffer, cold feetall are a
part of the preparation of a
wonting parade float.
II
Independent living groups, fraternities, sororities, and other Organisations entering floats have
spent many hours making and
executing plans. Float chairmen
began thinking of ideas during the
summer how to make their float
original, appealing and economical.
SELECTING PARTNERS
In the case of the social fraternities and sororities, names
were drawn from a hat at the beginning of the semester to designate which groups would be partners.
Each group must follow rules
established by the Homecoming
Parade Committee and submit
sealed plans fur approal. Lumbr,
paper and other materials used
must be purchased from the same
companies. Cost of the float can
not exceed $250 and maximum size
of each float is 22 ft. long, 8 ft.
wide, and 10 ft. high.
All floats will follow the
theme "Musical Salute to
Sparta." Most floats will feature
three or four basic colors with
added colors for details.
One of the biggest problems the
groups face is finding a place
where they can build their floats.
Usually a large warehouse is
rentedsometimes several floats
will occupy the same building.

(Alen tire pAt’Inet 1.1r..Liprt ill
have -flower-inakilig’’ exchanges.
Each flower Is Inert anchored to
the chicken wire on the float.
Flowers may be "stuffed" in the
wire directly on the float in the
warehouse, or a portion of the
float may be made at the group’s
living center and then attached to
the float.
Homecoming Parade Committee
Inspected the floats last night and
Wednesday for correct measurements. Final inspection will take
place tonight. All floats not I.
ished by 8 o’clock will be &squalllled.
Final judgirrr will be t. morrow

at :1 p.m. at me parade formation
area on FM, Sixth rind Eighth
streets between St James and St.
John. Floats will be judged on

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 16
10:00 am.Student Bible Classes
547 p.m Supper and Meeting
Roger Williams Fellowship.
"Roger Williams and Religious Liberty"
safe:;y. wrair.a
5),w-on Mn!,..nny

CHURCH SERVICES
9:00, 1100 a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
DR. HENRY CROESPastor
r.grpoftle

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH

Callaway’s..Crystal
Creamery

TENTH AND SAN FERNANDO
San Jose, California

7th & E. SANTA CLARA
-3-";3;13:7C*..leiertol’Ittli7;41;f..
4...0114sMktja,).".
cc
-.
.t
.

PAVI7

NA.ni4tiw to Statents

L. "Shorty- C
t^61,11

Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch
Dinner

;

originality, %rot kmariship general
!appearance, and adherence to the
theme. with 40 points as the high set score.

,

’stet’

ti’r%?
San Jose- Santa Clara at Market CY3 -3636’
Sunnyvale Plaza RE6-1220

.;,
1411A’

.01.4
i
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Uninvited Guest
Takes Bridge Pot
In a bridge game Tuesday evening, while a group of SJS faculty members were trying to take
all tricks with a grand slam, an
intruder made a grand slam and
made off with seven purses and
move than $70.
According to police, the intruder
entered the house of the hostess,
Miss Katherine Young, assistant
professor of home economics. at
726 S. 9th St., by prying a screen
over a rear bedroom window.
The losing guests at the bridge
session were Miss Margaret Harper, activities adviser, Dr. Mary
Young, associate professor of education, Dr. Elizabeth Greenleaf,
associate dean of students; Dr.
June McCann, head of Women’s
P. E. Department; Dr. Mary Durrett, associate professor of home
economics; Mrs. Helen Stevens, assistant professor of nursing; and
Dr. Marion Pfund, head of Home
Economics Department. ’
-

While warehouses are converrierit
for float building, they seem to
be refrigerated, and everyone
working on the float bundles up
with es ery te.ailable sweatshirt,
jacket. scarf, ch.c.e and earmuff.
Floats are usually built on
trucks or flatbeds. If built on a
truck, the cab of the truck is disguised ia:) that the spectators
hardly are aware that the driver
is peering through the decorations
to see where he is steering.
PUSH. 1P111..L
If built on a flatbed, the float
is pushed or pulled by members
of the sponsoring organization.
Solid areas of the floats are
made of thousands of -flowers"
of crepe paper or cellophane. Although expensive. sometimes real
flowers are used. Each of the
usual five by five inch squares
must be folded, wrapped vvith wire.
and fluffed out to cover as much
space as possible.

44.

*requirements" and "electives"

159’

campus tested

OTHER BULKY KNITS
From 9.95

weather -beaters.

Art Martinez Men’s Wear
First National Charge Plan
88 South Second, Son Jose

with the leather-look

We Give Blue Chip Stamps
Open Thurs. fil 9

off to the game...dashing
between classes...
strolling on dates...

Ski Movies

you’ll love your vinyl leather-

54

look plastic coat or jacket be-

Rentals

cause It travels from classes
to week -ends through

Sales

"all kinds

of weather"....water repellent

...takes just a swish of a

damp
.

Repairs

cloth to

make new again

4.5.741
yid

rayon taffeta lined for all.44

4’4
e

weather comfort...white 7-15

Ski Lessons

47
coats

Ski Tours

jackets 14.00

17.!19

Complete
Line
Rart’s, Jr.

4/4

SKI SPECIALISTS AND CUSTOM ARCHERY

FREEMAN’S SKI SHOP

840 THE ALAMEDA

CYpress 5-6797

Hart Shop, second Floor

n

o

tut; iksoiliftAf’
-1,4404,vviV407,4.4?4{koli.code....khen

lilt

tl,

:
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You Can’t Eat Faster-You Can’t Eat Cheaper
Have
delicious Hamburger or
Hot Day at the 19 cent larger
ler! That’s where smart people
service. t Is a es
go for f
where eating is saving money.

-111H’ ."/
111N
19 CENT BURGER BAR
Corner of 4th and San Fernando

FILL UP YOUR TANK WITH

SUPER SHELL
Join the "Bug a Month"
Club. Get free ticket’s at.

ROSENQUIST and KING
Shell Service. 11th & Santa Clara
COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE

SAN JOSE LAUNDERETTE
SELF SERVICE

WASH . .
DRY

ATTENDED

WASH
DRY
FOLD

15c
10c

.65

ALSO FINISHED LAUNDRY
462 S. 2nd

CY 4-2420

Latest Colors...
Latest Styles
SKIRTS
7.88

farnos branci,
beautifully tailored straight
skirts - many have back
detail, others in tweeds,
and novelties. Sizes 8-16.
Reg. price 13.95.

SWEATERS
7.

full-fashioned, fur blend
sweaters in dyed -to -match
domestics. imports,
novelties and cardigans.
Sizes 34-40.
Reg. price 11.95.

132 So. First Street

gorgizeie
U.

OPEN
9 p.m. ’til

554 W. Santa Clara Street

AFTER

GRAND OPENING

HOURS

Friday and Saturday Nite
European
Coffee House

Alumni Secretary
CHoo
Homecoming
me
A
Promotes Activity Celebrations

By JOHN CURRY
By RAY HELSER
A new esecut;ve secretary of The San Jose State College Alumni
Western Michigan University
Assn. moved into his campus office Sept. 2, and immediately was hard
. Homecoming activities will
at work organizing, promoting and overseeing the many activities of feature a jazz quartet, pep rally.
busy and constantly growing alumni group.
fireworks display, game with
Kenneth J. Roed, SJS class of .52, started work as executive sec- Toledo and two well-known dance
Wary by helping to develop a Board of Directors idea that soon hands.
will be reality and by-dividing the Alumni Assn. into special interest
University of Redlands . . . is
groups such as engineering, jour
-planning on an alumni attendance
nalism, etc. Roed said that
of 1000 at its 50th anniversary aria quarterly publication for SJS’
nual Homecoming. Aside from the
physical Education grads will be
Homecoming Rail, the day’s ached out Dec. 1, "and that’s only the
tile will include the annual parade,
beginning." Each group will have
football game with Occidental,
its own publication, he added. The
special alumni dinner and a major
official
magazine.
the
Asilin’s
Spardrama production designed to
tan Review, made its first appearcarry the theme "Golden Memormeg; of the year this week, cornplebs "with pictures, stories and
Arizona State . . . has a Homenotes bout the current doings of
coming king as well as a queen.
former Spartans all over the
The pair were crowned with white
world.
Stetson hats. During the half.
The bic eient of the fall for
time activities of the game with
f
the Spartan alumni is. of course,
Texas Western. the Retail Bakers
tomorrow ’a Homecoming celeAssociation spelled out "Arizona
Moon bration. Koed epects
State University" on the field ...
and or more alumni to attend
with cakes.
the Homecoming Dance and reBrig ham Young University . . .
union at the Hawaiian Gardens
111,
had their Homecoming celebration
I
following the football game.
last- week. The theme was "Mir"And this year, just to let the
KEN ROED
r ors Through the Years."
Yea." A tier seniors know what we’re dored set of mirrors was constructed
Mg," Hoed said, ’Ise’s’, invited
and one large mirror in the center
the Senior Class to the dance.
acted as a narrator. Also, part of
We’d like to get acquainted
the celeitration was a production
with them, and we hope that
of "Fieldhouse Frolics" which had
many of them will join the
a cast of more than 300 persons.
Association when they complete
Modesto Junior College ... The
college dais."
first prize winner in the float
will
be
I
San Jose State College
Ken Roed’s steering of the
I parade was one that consisted of
Alumni Assn. comes from long represented by 10 students at , a huge bear surrounded by little
experience in journalism and pub- Fresno State College this weekend green men. A sign on side read.
lic rclations in school, in the Air for the Fresno Invitational Speech "Take me to your leader."
Force and on ariotss newspapers Tournament.
Fullerton Junior College . . .
and public relations bureaus.
Students representing San "Songs to Remember" was chosen
Jose State are Margaret Accuri, for the Homecoming festivities.
STARTED AT PASADENA
Born almost 29 years ago in Pat Belardes. Darlis Carle, Mar- The parade will be held on Nov.
Itasca. Ill., he started his jotim- jorie Nicksnn, Everett Avila, Lloyd 26 and the game with Santa Ana
alistic career at Pasadena City Daniel, George Hewitt, Robert Mc- will be the 27th.
College in 1948 as a stringer for Hale. Pat 51cClenahan and Robert
the Pasadena Independent and SermsFaculty Cancels Tea
the Monrovia News -Post. He was
David Elliott of the speech facL.ineellat h tit 1- a lea, which
graduated from Pasadena in 1950 ulty will accompany the students, was to he presented tomorrow by
and came to SJS as a journalism Elliott is one of the tournament I the Women’s Faculty Club, has
major that fall. During his SJS judges.
been announced by Miss Catherine
days, he wrote for the Spartan, 1
Wallace. assistant professor of
Daily and the Arcadia Tribune. pi
health and hygiene.
and was graduated from SJS
June 1952 with an AR clegrr., .
Journalism.
i Continued, from Page 11
A four-year hitch in the .Sir
MOM?- DAD?
fortieth reunion in 1928. At least
Force followed. A good part
that is what the plaque on the Wall
of this he apeot on Guam as the
editor of an Air Force paper of the Inner Quad states, "Clam
Where to put ’em?
1r,f 15375, Reunion MK"
there.
Edwin
Starkharn
will
not
be
Aftet his discharge in 1956, he
covered the police beat on.- the’ around this )ear, although he
BRAND NEW
Pasadena Independent -Star News brought much fame to SJS with
for a year before entering the his pflPill "The Man With The
Hoe." The marker on the wall
UCLA Graduate School of Journalism. He spent a year in study of Tower Hall puts It this way;
"In honor of Edwin Markham at UCLA, and this June received
his Master of Science degree.
Poet, Class of 1572 Author of
GAINS MORE EXPERIENCE
"The Man With The Hoe-. . .
During, and since that Omsk outivitted he drew a circle that
Road has added still more jobs to shut me out, Heretic, rebel, a
South 2nd & Reed Sts.
his long record of experience, thing to flout, But leve and I had
CYpress 4-2995
circle
While at UCLA, he handled pub- the wit to win. We drew
licity for the School of Social that t. ..k him in."
Welfare. Since April, he has been
employed on the publicity staff,
for the City of Los Angeles,
Sports
handling publicity for the Mu -1
wear
nicipal Art Department and the I
Casuals
Bureau of Music.
Dressy
"I’m not much of a joiner,"
dresses
Ken modestly admits. Never- ’
Dolmas, he’s a member of the
Greater Loa Angeles Press Club.
the Santa Clara Junior Chain-.
her of Commerce and Sigma
Delta Chi, men’s professional
415 EAST WILLIAM STREET
Criss:es% 4-7621
journalistic fraternity.
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
Reed ft still a bachelor, he gave
no reason why. He lives at 576
N. First St., San Jose.

Coffees and

Pullover and Zipper Fronts for casual
and ski weer.

Taper Formfitting

Sport Shirts
by
Paul Howard
’

See cur selection

Men
46 S. MARKET (corner of Post)

from Stuart’s!

warm

. . . washable

SJS Speech T eam
Enters Tournament .

. . . water
repellant

ROVERCOATS
by

711AikA047.,
Over skirts ... over slesi..
on campus or off. You’ll love
your ROYERCOAT every minute.
In colorful poplins and corduroys.
from 17.9S

agues Remind

CITY -CENTER
MOTEL

Welcome, Alums!

fverfur nq
Stimulating European

Bulky Sweaters

Illustrated "Snow -Siren" in white,
grey or walnut poplin, NMI
dyed -to-blend. Verel collar, cuffs
end heed lining.
205

DOWNTOWN, 161 South First Sheet
Open Monday and Thursday 9:30 a.ni. to 9 Fp" ,
VALLEY FAIR Shopipng Center
And Fri. 12.30 to 9 10 p.m.

Oren Mon., Thor,

A
/Ale-

Don Drysdale
Welcomes

ide__Cage

Portly Pastries

Make It After The Game
Dancing ’til I a.m. to the
Sounds of

Jim Murphy & the Trio
Jazz Session Af tr. r 1

a

Ground was broken for Spartan
.-;tadiutn March 2. 1933. after Pres.
T W. MacQuarrie decided to encourage intercollegiate athletic
competition.

IT

.0

Vi sit us!

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
km near College. Male ’students. 1
pr,. 405 Sr 541... Cg 2.5404.
You’ve tried Ns. rest, Now fry thri
Board or
$30 mo.137 S. lIth.

New 2 bdrm. apts. CY 2-5449. 93 W
Peed.

FOR SALE

Royal quiet port. typewP*Por. vg. FR
Close to Collego.,,4genT; dec. 4 on, 85809
trol bath Suitable irgirl students. Inn.
445 S. Ith St.
TR3.17 wire wh RIM. "di. str. 4650 dn,
Room for girl. Cood Manor. Stefan; bank terms. Es. cond. CV 7.5707 or CV
3 1689.
CV 4.3112.

2 -on. cettege come?. turn. All util. bills
pd. $4750. FR 4.51109.
ANractive Ige. apt. Close to college.
4 stutter.: 132.50. AX 6-3490.
Single modern rms. Kitch. end lot priv.
Male storirnts. 720 S. 3rd. CY 5 0121. Rms. for Men. Kitch. priv, $21 inn. 168
S. iOth. CV 4 6750.
New dein* opts. Ready Nov. 10. 2 blks.
WANTED
lee. unit. Completely
from
turn. Will arons oroup .sf 3, 4, 5 stu- Mordent typing, elk tooth, p,104, %ten
dims’. Dor, or o
783 E Reed et 7t1.. oorepher. CV 3 3470.
Water end god, pd. CV 2 5732. Uort.
CY 74564. 417.50 and $40 per student. lebysittor needed. MWF, 73d-17:30,
17h 7:30130. Steady. CH 3.6570. Own
Frt. Idea. Kitch, riv. Girls CV 4,0470 frees.
alter 62 Quiet.
,,roni
I gbh wanted to cashier at
Homer;miro Dance Satiatiftv
Lovely heat beam. Gr1. KitOsen
112 p m $, , Mr. Ken P ,d A ,mn;
CV 40470.
Office
tr.day.
- -Fara Apts. Groups or stogies. New bidet
carpot. 811in. Appliances 1/2 blk. TYPING,’ Students sane 201.. Former
f-orii Campus. Les Kirby. mkr. CT 4. Esec. Secretary. Satisfaction auar. CH
11619
.

San Jose State
Alumni!
and chomo a cweator or car cost,
from one of the most beautiful
assortments you’ll ever ee,

Qualified Students, attnntion: Elec. Pic.
terphc,ne 5 trent. marl,. E.. cood. (lest
offer over $100 for bosh. Record theses
speeches, modical hisfo,ies. FR 8-560.
3:10.5 p’.m.
Movie trimmini,
ined. Lam rip-.
Remington Rand. N
.539882 $40. 615
weeideys

lots of free parking
in rear of store

ON
e,w

,

Pr

Ford Club Coupe V8. 49. Good tiros.
owner. 5i7, r

DON DRYSDALE

LOST AND FOUND

STORE FOR MEN

4

Lest: Poor’ roto in gold sattino V..
5+fr 4 fa+
Raverrd: CV 1-9919 I’,
Lt: tack & !Pay striped .-at itt Rm. 1
l64C11. Passe ret. to Student Union.

1360 LINCOLN AVE. SAN JOSE
1 PARK AVENUE

CV 2.1508

Little Man on Campus

By ill III .Elt

4000 Alums, Maybe

Friday.

November 14, Me

sipARTAN

DAILY -3

WANTED

There could be 4000 alumni at how many of those it ,,,ving invi- ors. Allen told the Spallan Dail)
Homecoming festivities this week- tations will come because reserva- be does plan to attend.
l
end. That is. there could he if all tions are not required," said KenRood said the only alumni be
those who received invitations to
J. Roed, executive secretary knows will definitely attend are
neth
the activities attend.
I of the Alumni Assn
the association board of directors
Invitations were sent to all
Among those wee
headed by E. F. DeVilbiss. national
members if the Alumni Aaafl,, plusl
lotion. are .%saeitilOinan Bruer. president: E. Mosher, first vice
all other alumni living in the San
F. Allen. .S.Aenthlyinan Clark L. ’president; Rob Chetm. second vice
Jose area.
Brodie) and f’ongressiiiiin Rep. !president; Wayne Lenz, third vice
"There is no way of knowing
l’boriegi S. (iubser. all inembere , president; and R. E. Arnold,
of the honorary Board of filmset- I secretary-treasurer.

10,000 Sweaters To Be Cleaned

4 for $1.00
Porfola Cleaners
805 State Street

CT 2-6535

Biology Trip
Sign-ups Due
On Monday

-versrA Avvaar nyEAr.E.57/,’

Library Emits
’Rare Sounds’
By BILL PHILLIPS

Ever hear of -Haiti:. poetry?
What about sounds fish make under water?
Every day San Jose State students can hear sounds like these.
All one has to do is inquire at the College Library records department.
Its possible for you to hear William Jennings Bryan’s -Cross of
Gold" speech of 1896. Or perhaps you’d like a four-hour opera.
In any case, the man to see is
Charles H. Kuster, the librarian in gce Inure recording machines. Recharge, or an assiabuit.
sides it’s easier for students to
And the operation, located on operate the machines with just
the third floor Humanities Depart- two speeds:.
ment, is no small thing. In 1956
Student.; may use one of three
about 11,000 records were available
listening rooms. Eight sets of
to students and faculty members
record plovers with earphones
Of SJS.
are a%itilable to students. For It
NUMBER SOARs
is possible for 30 listeners with
Now the number has soared to
earphones toahnri:erls. records on
14,000 --- and Kuster and others
spend much of their time gather’ Asked if he had any collector’s
ing more of them.
But Elvis and "Fats" fans be- items, Kuster replied:
"No, we haven’t any valuable
ware --- Kuster excludes popular.
"We don’t feel we should buy ’records that might be called ’col.popular music because it doesn’t I lector’s items,’ but we do have
I some unusual ones."
last long enough," he explains.
"People still ask for popular
- ALL KINDS
but not very often," besides. he
They include records of bird
continued, "most popular lasts for caRs, famous sports events. setonly two or thre6 months.mons, poetry and plays.
Most of the collection is clasLatest record album Kuster
kind% are had received during the interview
ideal imisicbut
El% linable. The
purchases Is one of the favorites of Don
complete works of composers 1Sherwood, the San Francisco disc
albums of entire operas or light ;jockey.
e
I It’s "Haiku" Japanese poetry by
Along with music, the depart - !Alan Watts -.but students can’t
,
ment stores records of poetry, lit- [hear
it Until its catalogued which
endure, plays, foreign language, . Kuater now is doing. This takes
science and records for children. Psix weeks, he said.
-The children’s records are not !
for children," says Kinder, "but
are used mostly by student Father Duryea Talks
teachers."
Mater claims his records could On ’Role of Christ’
"The Role of Christ in Ftedempbe utilized by students in about I
any field --but especially the stud-Ition" was discussed yesterday at
!Newman Hall by Father John S.
ent teaching.
!Duryea in the second lecture of
CAREFUL SELECTION
Long playing records are ex- ,the "Redemption in its Historical
pensive and selection is carefully Setting" series sponsored by Newdone. Kuster, along with faculty man Club,
Father Duryea in chaplain of
members, selects the records for
purchasing. He says the college the organization. Daily rosary will
spends more than $600 a year to be continued at 5 p.m. in Newman
Hall, according to Bob Link,
buy them.
However, most of these records president.
are available for library use only.
Kuster’s reason for keeping the
collection in the building is simple
-.there wouldn’t be any records I The Rt. Rev, James A. Pike,
left if he didn’t.
Episcopal Bishop of California,
that
will attend the Canterbury Associ"Aft" all. i" Par"iith*
some 10,000 students might ation meeting Sunday.
cheek out ell of the reeord. if
Services will be held at the
we opened the collection for gen- , Trinity Episcopal Church at 4 p.m.
eral circulation," he explained.
Sonic discs are available hr-student on a seven-day loan, though,
au/a/o
according to Kuster,
Facilities for students in the
....Woo,cr
records room are good, with pleaty
of room for many students.
There’s a choice of two speeds- 33e and 78s- but no 45s. They may
BAKMAS
he heard on one of 30 listening
Of CourLe!
machines.
TWO sPEEDS
Flower
Why only two speeds? "We
Shop
think this is enough." kinder is v’,
2.0642 0th & Santa Clara
CY
then we’d li:tve to
"If ec 11,1,1
college

Sign-ups will begin Monday, in
8203 for a trip next semester during Easter vacation to Baja California, which will offer participants one unit of biological science
credit.
The project has been approved
by the President’s Council, and
officially is called "Seashore Life,"
Biology 78, according to Dr. Rocci
Pisano, associate professor of biology, in charge of the trip.
Dr. Pisano added that applicants
will be interviewed and then notified of their selection or rejection.
He said the group will be limited
to 45, including a supporting staff
composed of a doctor, two nurses,
professional photographer, sanitation expert and a professional le -,a1
advisor.
According to Dr. Pisano, the
purpose of the trip is to study the
marine and shore life including
reptiles, plants and bisects. An
attempt also wilt be made to get
a true understanding of the wonderful people in that area.
The group will travel by auto,
and camp and cook on the beach.
Dr. Pisano recalled that last year
the group camped nine feet from
the water’s edge.

,ights caedule
THE UNDERCOVER STORY FOR BERMUDAS, SKIRTS OR LOUNGING ROBES IS

Marksmen Miss

NYLON STRETCH TIGHTS, NEW OUTLOOK AND NEW FREEDOM WITH

San Jose State’s varsity rifle
team dropped its first Santa Clara
Valley Rifle League match to
Santa Clara University Wednesday night at the winner’s range.
Santa Clara fired a team total
of 1417 points. San Jose scored
1397 markers

THESE STYLE -WISE ACCESSORIES THAT FIT S0.0-0
SLEEKLY, FOR COMFORT, FUN AND ACTION. IN BLACK,
RED AND ROYAL. COME IN S.M.L SIZES, AT 2.95 ... 3.95 ...
Hale’s Hosiery.

street fiior

WELCOME SPARTAN ALUMS
Ed Mosher ’52

WE FEATURE...
TAPE RS
POLISHED COTTONS
See the trim fit, new flapped back pockets available in
Charcoal, Antelope, Natural. Sizes 29 to 38.

4.95
WHIP CORDS

Bishop Pike Here

Hard wearing, wash and wear, wrinkle -resistant fabric
available in Natural and Antelope. Sizes 29 to 38

6.95
Browse through our wash pant collection which also includes cords. buffs,
gabs and moleskins.
CLEARANCESALE on many items from our former location will begin this
Monday
considerable savings on split sizes and discontinued lines of sport coats, shirts,
sweaters, car coats, etc.

BAKMAS

1

JIMMIE’S BARBER SHOP

mos er’s for men

5 BARBERS
OPEN EVERY MONDAY

st a
S

50 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

ales

i_Aditionat ._.840/1

SAN JOSE

CALIFORNIA

CY 24500

52 SOUTH 4th STREET
FREE FARKING
CY 34947
"IIMIIIIIMME1111.1.11111111=Mellk

15rAly November 14. 10,,s

11-48PAIITAN MEIN

Alumni, Do You Remember When?
Fraternities To Hold
Welcoming Parties

Societ,y:

Spartan
.1111,

Guys Outnumber Gals
At SJS Reports IBM

Homecoming Day. 1958

Foreign Students Receive
Rotary Dinner Invitations
Dinner with families of Rotary
Club members is being offered WI
forrign students attending SJS’.
John Campbell. chairman of the
Rotary International Service Com- .
mittee, extende4 the imitation in
’ a letter to Phillip Persky, assistant professor of English and forelgn student adviser.
Students may have dinner with
ur tomorruw.
the t.:.,lies

...

Alumni walking around the campus saying things such as, "I re
hasn’t changed a bit," and -It feels great to

member when ..
be back,"

S. J. Radiator Service

Let
CLEANING
women who may be looking for
This year, -coming back- for many of the alumni will consist of REPAIRING
Manuel
their MRS cleaves, or even for
RECORING
Do It
younger fraternity brothers at the following
being
entertained
by
their
those svho are tiring of the same
648 So. First St.
CY 3-57011
functions:
. date weekend ’ aftiti weekend.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
here.s. heartening ness
Dancing at Almaden Country .
to
the
IBM
office,
According
I
Club will follow a buffet dinner at
there are 1906 more men than the ATo house, the Homecoming’
"For Goodness Sake!"
, svemvis attending 0-IS. Out of parade and game for ATCA. their I
F AT AT
the 6135 men, of course, many dates and alumni.
of them are marriedbut sonse DELTA
SIGMA PHI
, of the 4223 women are married.
"HER FIELD."
1
Delta Sig alumni will be hon.
too.
so
maybe
this
evens
it
out
Could it be no one believes a ’
red at a buffet dinner before th..
(By- "evening it out" we mean
If you en.y eating cie,
woman could po ssibly. be in college
tcrre cocte,i meals in n
Homecoming parade and game. a
that
there
are
still
more
eligible
for ally other reason other than to
conditioned comfort, Ed’s Hole In The Well is a MUST!
party following the game and a
, maim than eligible females.)
catch her man7
Students will enjoy the congenial atmosphere where young
breakfast at the Red Conch Inn
f-co, Si 40.
This reporter does not want to
pecple c-t-re,aate. Cctrt.H.te
So take heart, womenAnd re- ’ in Lac Gatos Sunday morning.
argue against this idea ’false as member, the best number going DF.I.TA UPSILON
1610 E. Santa Clara
Open Doily ’til 10 p.m.
II may be. However, tor those few . is 1906.
I The DU house will be the scene
of a buffet dinner and party feting
; DU dates and alumni after the
The Twin Steak Houses
!game tomorrow night. A reunion
COLONY * ANGELO’S
Ifor the alumni will be held at Ha"COFFEE HOUSE"
waiian Gardens.
795 S. First
74 E. Santo Clara
Iced leverages
Teo
i KAPPA ALPHA
Serve
Imported Cheeses
A party prior t. the parade
Your Favorite Steaks and Chops
toy/tei/v/A/17 40,7/If OiteRC AfievES
and football game at the home
ypor
of Gerald Kennedy and a dinnerFor that Satisfied Feeling
dance at the De %nut Hotel sill
try either of
7C
honor KA alumni.
2/7 C/ITI/C.4 7- ST.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
SA/VTA CRUZ, IC/Fi_mr:
Lambda Chi fraternity brothers,
TWIN
their dates, alumni and visiting
brothers from Fresno State ColJAZZ YOUR COFFEE WITH
lege will participate in an open
house, buffet dinner and dance at
the local fraternity house tomor10 p.m. ’MI after hours Tues. flirt Sat.
T.,, Sun & Mon Fro., Reno’, fo P.cesso 9 10:30, I?
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
We go all out to make you happy w;th your
Phi Sig alumni will be feted to’iworite foods prepared and served to permorrow at a buffet dinner at the
’ection in a friendly, air-conditioned 0t1rOi..
fraternity house prior to the parade and a party after the game
here.
at the Disabled American VeterSUNDAY
ans Hall.
Specrels
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Roast Tudiey and Drearnq
A PiKA workday to get the
.h...mbo Preens
house in order for visiting alumni
Baked Hem
Beererec and Devert
will start off the day tomorrow
51.35
and will continue until the parade.
PiKA dates and alumni will be en-’
I
tertained at a buffet dinner folRESTAURANT AND FOUNTAIN
, lowing the parade. A dance at the
Famous for Good Food
, fraternity house will be held after 1
featuring
207 So. FIRST STREET
Montgomery Hotel Bldg.
I the game.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Foreign Coffees and Pastries
Havenly Foods N ill be the It,
Jazz Group Now Appear ng Thru Saturday
ration of an after game dance
"THE JAZZ CRITICS"
tomorrow night for S W. dates
and alumni. % buffet dinner at
CYCLOPS 3391/2 W.
San Carlos
the fraternity house will precede
Ito’ game.
.IGMA CHI
Sigma Chi alumni will be honored at an open house preceding
the game and at a buffet dinner
and dance after the game tomor:
’ And, tell me. Janie
what’s your major"This question has becn asked
over and met’ again if ProbtthlY
every woman on this campus, far
It is a nice conversation starter.
nut, why, why, Will is there
alaisy a note of strawlief and
relPorn W he n a eoed names tier
insjor and launches into an orstory about tier droic.tion to

ED’S HOLE IN THE WALL

STEAK HOUSES

FREDDY GAMBREL!. & BEN TUCKER

DINING OITT?
Give Yourself a Treat

CYCLOPS

JAZZ

Squire s

1

Where Hotdog Is King
says

"Happy Homecoming"
SAN JOSE STATE
We hope it’s the best ever.
LARK’SOPEN

7 DAYS A WEEK
181 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

S.an and Isabel, Props.

Manny ’s
HYLAND INN
Alum Rock and Capitol Ave.
11

if, I,

BOB RUSSELL
and His Band
BOB ... at the Piano

.16MA NE’
Brothers of Sigma Nu will hentheir dates and alumni tomorrow’ with a dinner at the fraternity house before the Homecoming
game and a party at Lou’s Village
Jter the game
.IGNIA PHI EPSILON
A party at the Sig F:p house will
.nor visiting alumni.
TIIETA CHI
The local Theta Chi house will
the setting for a dinner party
.ind dance tomorrow held to honor
the alumni.
’THETA Xi
I Visiting Theta Xi alumni wit!
be feted at a dinner, open house
and party at the fraternity house
tom,irrov...

Sahara Oil Co.
BEST GAS PRICES
IN SAN JOSE
AT
SECOND & WILLIAM

Welcome Alumni!
How about some
Kent tielt fried chicken
with that extra special
Homecoming flavor?

PINE CONE
12 VALLEY FAIR

SAN

JOSE

PHONE CH 8-0460

. . . and
if you’re in the mood
for a steak
try one of our famous
Charcoal Broiled Steaks

New deadline for sodal news
T11,411AY at noon. All stories
erning pinning., engage.
nient.. marriages and group
flint thins tttt !ill tie on the bid hilt: I oar.:: of the spartan Daily
offiie by Vast time.

1465 West San Carlos

Served from 5 p.m
You’ll enjoy one of our
N.Y. CUTS

Dining -Dancing

Or

FLOOR SHOW

SPECIAL BBQ STEAKS

NITELY
MON. THRU SAT.
DINNERS FROM 5 P.M.

Dancing Every Friday and Saturday Nite
No Minimum Charge

/’

I.

I LOU’S VILLAGE

Lou’s Villein 40.
&ling and dancing nlisvs,,,
shows nightly. New banquet
thgclisble for parties, sotiel
ern,, SeeWsi for 700.

yo,r
Esc.
room
q.tli.

No Cower at Miainntes Chem*

BRANDING IRON
12 VALLEY FAIR

SAN JOSE

PHONE CH 8-0462

to Tico’s Taco’s
Don’t Pass Up
A Delicious Mexican Dinner

Deadline Set

DINNERS

No Cover

OUR ADVERTISERS

COFFEE HOUSE

LARK’S

..74’61411 PI ’19

COFFEE

If students wish they may attend I
in groups of two or three. Camp.
bell said that the invitation includes spending the day with the
family.
Interested students are asked to
contact Persky in K211 today.

PATRONIZE

ENCHILADAS
TAMALES
BBQ TACOS
REFRIED BEANS
SPANISH RICE
MEXICAN HOT DOGS
RANCH BURGERS

After the Homecoming Parade or Game
try the special

COMBINATION PLATE, 50‘

TICO’S TACO’S
OPEN EVERY DAY
11 A.M. TO 1 A.M.

DRIVE DOWN FOURTH ST.
TO JULIAN
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Ski Club Shows Fashions

An exploratory cArrieulum is
offered to heginnim; freshman
students who are undecided about
a college ma*. Programs are arranged to explore fields of in.
terest and to rower general cduca.
(ion requirements.

D’ LITTLE MARTCAMPUS
Jteli NIS
Cr."44,0M
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New Snow Season Garb
Oh, let’s go wedelen!

C

m

Wonder what it means’
Well. wonder no more, for Tuesday
evening at 7 in S142, the Ski Club will kick off a night of entertainment with a movie entitled Wedelen.Wedelen, according to Bob Erickson, the club’s publicity chairman, is a technique used in skiing.
After the movie, most people will have pretty good idea of
what to wear %%lien thr5 go wedelen because there will be a parade
of latest show fashions.
According to Erickson, "Whether they know --or are even interested In knowinganything about
skiing, I’m sure the fashions and
the 10 lovely coed models -will
Gtelory Peck, Jean Simmons
be well worth the 25e admission
"THE 110 COUNTRY"
for non-members."
Danny K456
"314E AND THE COLONEL"
Following the fashion show, a
24
ilVe Le.
P
re oo.
speech will be’ given on various
"WONDERS OF WASH. D.C."
L.Mis
types of skis and boots which
1115 A 5RECIAL 801 LT 2001Z IT ANAKE-5 ft 4-1.44zri7a1M
will be on display after the
THEM TO fe,AlP f}i’
meeting.
"Members will be admitted free
and admission is 25c for non -ski
Paul Newman
Elizabeth Taylor
club members. So, everyone please
"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof"
attend," Erickson urged.
victur.
Models will include Charlene
"Tank Force"
Horn, Sherry Anderson, Geraldine
Timmons, Devise Geldard, Rae
Marston. Colleen Harold, Nancy
re-dedication of Tuna delight
Canterbury,
Ann Torres, Diane Nuernberg, Lin- church, Sunday, Trinity Church, Plate lunch
25T1’l AND SANTA CLARA
da DeMotte, Janice Morrill, ArthCoffee with plate lunch
4 p.m.
Dannye Kaye
Canterbury, dinner and meeting,
"ME AND THE COLONEL" ur Ackerman, Bob Erickson and
CafeteriaSeventh Street
Dave Donohoe.
A
Detlawiland
Sunday, Student Christian Center,
LUNCH
"PROUD REBEL"
6 p.m.
35c
Pineapple fritters
CSTA, conference, tomorrow, Roast beef
45e
University of San Francisco, 9
I2t
Carrots iyonnaise
a.m.-3:30 p.m. Meet in front of Whole buttered beets
Student Union at 7:30 a.m. for
’CV’. 7- 30 6 0
70c
Spartan Special Lunch
International Students OrgantDINNER
N.Y. Times says:
The Dietetics Club recently ride.
Fried chicken
60c
"Encounter," meeting, ofiunday, Grilled salmon
elected Joan Harshaw president
65e
Fifth
S.
Christian
Church,
80
First
and Marlene Wagner vice presiGreen peas
-12c
St.,
7:30
p.m.
dent.
...........
.12c
Parslied carrots
Speakers will be featured at ration, program planning session, Spartan Special Dinner
$1
12:30
p.m.
today,
MG202,
meetings throughout the year and
OslY Casanova ,uld so eniny
CouunIttee,
card
stunt
Rally
another man S wedding night!
several field trips have been planPLUS
committee, today, Morris Dailey
ned.
"The Devil’s Hairpin"
The club will hold its next meet- Auditorium, 3 p.m.
Sports Car Ran;
ing Tuesday. All dietetic majors - Russian Club, meeting, today,
are urged to attend as there will TH155, 3:30 p.m.
Student Affiliates of the Amerbe sign-ups for various commitCY.4-5 534
ken t’hemical Society, meeting,
tees.
Tuesday, S164, 1:30 p.m.
Burt Lancaster, Frank Sinatra
"Prom Here to Eternity"
The Spartan Daily is one of ’Student Nurse Assn., meeting,
Glen Ford, Ernest Borgnine
only 35 college dailies in the today, ’B74, 1 p.m.
"Jebel"
Student V. homecoming breakBy MYRNA TOUCHON
United States.
fast, Sunday, Cafeteria, 9-12 a.m.
"What are you wearing to the’
game tomorrow night?"
BEANERY BULLETIN
"I haven’t decided yet. What do
CoopFourth and San Fernando
Breakfast
6:30-10 a.m. you think we should wear?"
Lunch
If so, here are a few tips on
....10:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
As Advertised in
Hot BBQ beef sandwich
45c "fashion rights" for the homecoming football contest.
SEVENTEEN
Coeds attending the game can
be classified into three basic categories: those attending dances and
parties after the game, those with
no special after-game plans, those
seeking comfort and warmth.
Wool suits, wool dresses, comfortable heels are in order ferj
women in the first group. Campus I
clothes will be the choice of coeds
with no special after-game plans.
Choice of clothing for those in
the third group will probably include slim Jima, bulky-knit sweaters, "crazy legs."
Whatever group you fall into.
warm -Warm-WARM clothing is a
must. With the cold autumn night,
essentials for game apparel are
heavy coats, wool mittens, wool
scarves, and lap robes. Bring out
the long underwear. too! Enjoy the
game in comfort and warmth.

Welcome Alumni

150 E. SANTA CLARA

VISIT SAN JOSE’S NEWEST
IN DINING ENJOYMENT

FIRST QUALITY MEATS
RETAIL & WHOLESALE

CYpress 2-7726

SPECIALS
Fresh dressed, local killed
31c lb.
FRYERS

food ip a

truly Bavarian atmosphere.

Shoulder cuts, meaty
59c lb.
VEAL CHOPS

5.arden City Mfrau

SPARTAN DRPIE-IN

51 So. MARKET

Whole or shank half
46c lb.
LEG OF VEAL

SAN JOSE

Lean, center cut
PORK CHOPS

82c lb.

Armour Star
TOM TURKEY

35c lb.

GOOD LUCK SPARTANS

ice pox.,

A & M AUTO REPAIR

Spartaguide

is

roofing for you

General Auto Repair

MAYFAIR

1r OWN IV

STATE MEAT
MARKET

Feat.-;ng authert,c

chow SLATE

El. RANCHO DRIVE-IN

SPARTAN DAILY -7
Spat tan Village is a housing de.
seloprnent for marriedetet out Fralay. November 14. 1958
, In connection with Spartan Vi:lagr. there is a trailer camp for a
limited number Of married stu- ’
’ dents who own their own trailers

SPECIALTY

Hydramatic

SJS Dietetics Club
Chooses President

Power Glide

STUDENT RATES
For Sale’49 Dodge Roadster $100

& M Auto Repair

.G 0

456 E. San Salvador

CoedGives
Dress Tips
For Game

CYpeess 2-4247

74 ,SOUTH FIRST STREET

r.

HOPSE: of

c7/1’4Ait(6e11
city
by
designer
Edith Henry

SIZVS

Open Monday and Thursday Until 9.00

Available to 110) 13
AAAAAA to C widths

Th.
Chelli
Black Suede
Red Blue, Black or
Briervrood Calf
12.95

TIN Scamp/
Black Cannel Of
Red 1.4:cin
(softgrairt)
9.95

HEROLDS WELCOME
S.J.S. HOMECOMERS
Edith Henry Flats will thrill you
to pieces. Come in and see the
many other styles we have. Try
fun.
them on it’s
Sinn 101/1 iinel onto
sl;ohtly higher

The Chi Chi
Black Sued, of Calf
B.irwood of Red Calf
12.95

CSTA Travels
-m -mmm
byd

arlene

it’s

MINKLAW,

i-mor
Lush is the word for your smartest of
sweater fashions ... this soft-spoken knit,
fully fashioned by Darlene in exquisite
Minklam yarn. Longer length, three-quarter
sleeves and collar that forms a tie. For extra
fashion swish, choose from a grand array
to 40.’
of colors too. Sizes

10"
CHARGE IT . . .

Slim line of 1007’0 wool. Seat
lined and expertly tailored. Row
detail at back slit. Large array
of colors to match sweaters.
Sizes 8-20.
11.98

LINGERIE
CASUAL WEAR
DRESSES
185 South First Street
1338 Lincoln Avenue

Students planning to attend
the California Student Teacher% Arimelation Promotional Pro.
litems Conference at San Fran(+WO Mate College tomorrow
should meet In front of the Student Union before 7:30 p.m., according to Vivian Mts, transportation chairman.

SKI??
WHETHER A RANK BEGINNER OR

for the discriminate cyclist

The Raleigh

AN OLYMPIC HOPEFUL, WE HAVE

THE ALL STEE BICYCLE
from S54.95 to $99.95

OUALIFIED PEOPLt WITH THE PROPER

SALES and SERVICE

EQUIPMENT TO MEET YOUR EVERY

PAUL’S CYCLES
MS The Alameda
OPEN t.u1P’ ’

SKIING NEED

CT 3 9755

Just a few minutes to open a student account!

Fabulous NEW ROYAL FUTURA
F1. it and only portble that
has ALL the practical convenience features of a she,
deed olfic typewriter,
Come in and got
good
look of We thrilling cow
ROYAL FUTUNA!
185 SO. FIRST ST.
DOWNTOWN

1338 LINCOLN AVE.
WILLOW GLEN

COPEiMcPHEIRES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E San ternando St

SAN JOSE’S SKI SHOP

CY 3 5283

66 W.

SAN

ANTONIO

CYpress 5-2939

n k YI 3
P’xf* OITA
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Beeles Keep Prof
Busy, But Not Too

Alumnae Perform
At Founder’s Day

By GREGORY H. BROWN
It variety is the spice of inc.
Dr. J. Gordon Edwards. associate
professor of entomology. is "really
lining "
This type of living, as the term
goes, refers to anything from
mountain climbing to housebuilding.

Mu Phi Epsilon, music sor
mill present its annual Founder’s
Day Program Sunday at 3 p.m in
Concert Hall.
Alumnae members participating
will be Arlene Carol Cox on the
violin and Katherine Sorensen, the
flute.

HAVE YOU SEEN . . .
San Jose’s newest and most modern Hi -Fu shop, featuring the
latest in components stereo
and monophonic.
Come in and listen to the wondrous magnitude of stereophonic
sound at . . .

TRU

SOUND

3400 STEVENS CREEK ROAD

CH 3-1403

NEW SPARTAN CAFETERIA
’RIGHT ON CAMPUS’

BREAKFAST 7:00 to 11:00

a

A past president of the Pacific
Coast Entomological Society. Ed no ands has among his prized possessions one of the largest individual beetle collections in the United
States. This collection contains
some 70,000 beetles, and represents
22 years of beetle -hunting covering
every state except Oklahoma and
Arkansas
"The collection," Dr. Edwards
smiles. "trectiple% must of my
s4AtIP’ s/ 4
411185
office us Well an the office of a
4 44 "ai.;;
couple of m fellow professors."
alk
/
"
Collecting
is something we
&iv "ifde )1Virefx:4
would expect a "hug hound" like
.
Edwards to do. but climbing mountains would seem a little out of
the line of an entomology instructor.
PARK RANGER
vt,
Must of Eduards’ climbing has
ficatimil111a. limo ,,
i ate professor of -entomology, In Dr. J. Gordon
taken place while he Was a ranger
yetis his lollection ol:0,000 beetles from every state, except
in Glacier National Park in MonSpartafoto
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
tana for eight successine summers.
Ohio
University.
State
cOmpare
alpine
insects
all
over
the
Ph.D.
from
"As a ranger, most of the helpWhen asked what his ultimate
ful information I gave pertained to world. These specimens can only
how do I get up’ and ’how do I be found above 12,000 feet. This ambition is he stated without hesget down’." the entomologist com- means that he keeps his climbing itation, "to retire, of course."
mented. At present, mountain legs in shape while pursuing his
Fred Dindsey holds the record
insects. Some species have been
climbing is his hobby.
Edwards has written for such isolated at the tops of these m .un- for the most consecutive VAT’s
noted magazines as **Audubon," tains since the ice age, and never with 133, in 1948.
’ National Geographic" and "The have lived where the temperature
is warm.
Saturday Evening Post."
PUBLISHES BEETLE BOOK
SKI COACH
In 1949 he published a Beetle
In 1955, SJS was looking for a!
Reference Book which covers 136 ski team
coach Who else could
FLORIST
families, and has revised it fre- fill the bill so ably as our "terror
quently since then. This is the only of the tall timber," Dr. Edwards?
402 W. Sent. Clara
complete key to beetle families
Across from
In looking back, the former ski
Norrnand;n’s
published since 1893. He has added
managed
mentor
said.
"The
team
CV 7-0857
to this publication with a supplewe had
ment including 2400 more refer- a few fourth places, but
were
who
skiers
individual
many
ences. "I hope to combine this into
HOMECOMING
one volume and to add about 2000 outstanding."
Dr. Edwards hopes to uncover
FLOWERS
more families I’ve covered since
the 1951 publication." He went on sonic alpine insects next sumto say that one-fifth of all living mer In Wyoming when he Jour- I
SPECIAL RATES
neys to the Grand Tetons on a
species of animals and beetles. "I
Fraternities
Sororities
ZoYork
grant
from
the
New
hope to complete my collection in
Large Group Orators
ological
Society.
time to enable students to identify
C pen Sundays and Holidays
members of any beetle family in
Dr. Edwards earned his B.S.
Free Dillxry
the world." he said.
from Butler University in IndianEdwards has published some 30 apolis. Ile earned his M.S. and
scientific papers which include in
formation on systematic zoology,
beetles, alpine insects and methods I
of teaching entomology.
Edwards has an ambition to

Camille

LUNCH 11:00 to 2:00
DINNER 5.00 to 7:00

SNACK BAR
offering complete fountain
service and pastry from our
Spartan Bake Shop

Banquet Facilities
For Information call Ext. 532

TAKE A PICTURE
OF THE
HOMECOMING PARADE!

Pae6

Fraternity Sets Turkey Trot Date

BUGS ADD SPICE

San Jose Stali . annual liii lo.n
Trot, sponsored by Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity, is scheduled tur Nov. ’25, according to
Bob Tachibana, chairman of the
event.
The Turkey Trot will include
the traditional three-mile run from
the campus to Spartan Stadium

:111,I hack 10.islics and relay events
also will be held. TropHes will be
awarded to the winners of their
respective classes.
-Gene Menges, present backfield
coach for the Spartans set a school.
record for the most yards in passing with 1,490 in 1949.

Judd has if!
in Downtown San Jose!

"DANSKIN"
Leotards and Tights
Helanca" 5,T -R -E -T -C -H nylon or "LASTO-MESHfor sleek skin-tight fit and long wear. So comfortable
you’ll never want to take ’ern off.
for Defacing
fer Relaxing at kern*
. for Orefeer Sports
Wornen’t

for Campus Fashions
for Skating
for Cities and liernivalas

and Ch!dren’t Si in

Vr;ty

of styls

56 West Santa Clara Street
between First and Market
San Jose

AN OPEN LETTER . . .
TO SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE. VAUGHN’S
STUDENT CLOTHING UNION IS PROUD
TO ANNOUNCE THE OPENING OF THE
SAN JOSE BRANCH STORE. STUDENTS
AND FACULTY MEMBERS FROM ANY UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE, AND HIGH SCHOOL
ARE ALLOWED A DISCOUNT OF 35% OFF
THE REGULAR RETAIL PRICE OF ANY ITEM
OF MERCHANDISE IN ANY OF OUR THREE
STORES.

Imported 2.. LENS
REFLEX FLASH UTFIT
,vcc4,AN.

EXAMPLES OF YEAR AROUND DISCOUNTS

7..4

Caner. sNOulder StrOD

Pon of
50055 him

* F:8 DOUBLE MENISCUS LENS
* FAN -TYPE FOLDING REFLECTOR
* LUGGAGE TYPE CARRY -ALL CASE

es4
1,1111.
11

Plus many other accessories!

C?.
flash bulb.

Get professional quality pktures!
Be a really good photographer

* LEATHER CAMERA CASE
* ALL METAL CAMERA

14.95 All Wool Flannel Plain Front
9.71
Pants. With Student Discount
19.95 Hard Finish Worsted Plain Front
12.94
Pants. With Student Card
6.95 New Haven Made Pullover Sport
4.51
Shirt. With Student Discount
4.95 White Oxford Button Down Dress
3.21
Shirt. With Student Discount
22.95 Fine Wale Corduroy Sport Coat.
14.91
With 35, Discount
5.95 Wash and Wear Polished Cotton
3.83
Pants. With Student Discount
39.50 Natural Shoulder Hop Sack Sport
25.67
Coat. With Student Discount
45.50 Traditional Blazer. Coal Black,
Olive Green, Navy. With Card 29.47
2.50 Imported Hand Blocked English
1.67
Chalk Neck Ties
10.95 All Wool Crew Neck Sweaters.
7.11
With Student Discount

thrniffe Se emirate,
eist evict lire
pensive, precisions
owners.

993

for
everything

$1 00 A
I WEEK

VAUGHN’S
72 South First St., San Jose
...1111i

121 South 4th Street, San Jose

Sacramento

STUDENT
CLOTHING
UNION
Berkeley at Sather Gate

SS, Fresno Collide in Homecoming Game
Spartans Pit Potent Passing Attack Against Bulldog Running
Aerial Attack
Looks Tough

Spartan Daily Sports

Dundee

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
Co-Sports Editors Ralph Chatoian, Lou Luca

PAGE

NOV. 14, 1958

San Jose State has collected 1183 yards passing to be one of
the top aerial teams in the country. The Spartans have tried 195
tosses and completed 100 for a .513 mark. Their passing attack has
an average of 170 yards gained per game.
Emmett Lee has connected with 52 aerials while attempting 93
for a .560 percentage. Mike Jones has passed art equal number of
times but has cashed in on 42 for a .451 mark.
Reserve quarterback Roger Wei-+
land has hit six out of nine tosses
for a 667 percentage.

F

resno State

New Shipment
Just Arrived!

4

Dig Dan Colchicii has received
22 pAAM
to l e
ad in
that
s
edessapF
partmen t. The 22 reception.
HOlds
have been good for 2.318 vardic
Shirai hirVitterry and
Hurl hurt
i.e gathered 17 1111(1 12
p110551.0 ftelp1.4 Ilsrly.
Fresno State Bulldog gridders
Sam Dawson, fullback, is the
will be facing the Spartans from
leading ground gainer on the SparSan Jose State for the 27th time
tan grid squad with a total of 257
in the annual classic between the
yards rushing. He has carried the two clubs.
ball 37 times for an average of 6.9.
The Bulldogs boast a record of
Cuterry, halfback, has been the
four straight %sins and will be ’
workhorse for the Spartans, toting
attempting to keep the string
the pigskin 77 times. He has colalive with a win at Spartan
lected 220 yards for a 3.0 average.
Stadium tomorrow night.
Totaling 215 yards in 51 carries,
The Raisin City crew captured
fullback John Colombero boasts
the Central California Athletic
and average of 4.2.
Conference Saturday when they
defeated Long Beach State College
49ers, 22-6.

in Streak

1)00
KINS
first In Its classj

The Bulldog flashback has a
season’s y a r ii a g e gain of 535
yards on 100 carries for a 5.3
average. Illustrating Messer’s effectiveness, he has punted 10
times for a 3.5.4 average.
FSC has a season record of four
wins and three losses while the
Spartans have three wins and four
losses. Against the only common
opponent, the Bulldogs defeated
Cal Poly, 14-0, while the Spartans
lost to the Mustangs, 6-10.
The Bulldogs have rebounded.
following losses in its first three
games of the season. The Bulldogs
have been victorious over Cal Poly.
Los Angeles State, San Diego
State and Long Beach State.
The Bulldogs defeated the Spartans 13-6 in Radcliffe Stadium last
year.

aad

Driving Range
Student Special -35c bucket
Short Course
BROKAW off FIRST

CLOSE OUT
on
Factory Floor Samples
UP TO 4510 orr

needs IronIngI
5.95

Crew Neck
Sweaters
A fraternity favor ite!
Bulky ribbed trim collar
washable, too. Charcoal, tan, grey, brown,
and red. Req.
oc
sa/
8.95 value
11r

Dale Messer, 160 lb. Bulldog left
halfback, was the workhorse, as he
ran for two touchdowns and gained
155 yards on 16 attempts. Messer’s
touchdown runs were of 49 and 18
yards.

San Jose Fairways

that never

Spartan
Homecoming
Specials

TAPE RECORDERS
HI Fl SETS
RECORDSTAPES
COMPONENTS

Open Mondays and
Thurs-lays Till 9 p.m.

HOUSE OF HI-Fl

FIRST Al’SANTA CLARA

464 So. 2nd Street
CY 7-7700

College man’s
best friend

Wright

MeNeeme

All Wool Flannel Suits

SJS vs. FS(

Ivy Stripes, fancies, solids. In the
most wanted color,.
All sizes.
Alterations.

32.95

Spartan Stadium, 8 p.m.
SPARTAN STARTERS
FSC Squad

San Jose State
POS.
LE
LT
LG

NO.
80 AL CONLEY
73 KEN McNEESE
62 ROY HARRAH
55 RON EARL
68 BILL ATKINS
72 JIM WRIGHT
83 DAN COLCHICO
14 EMMETT LEE
22 DAVE HURLBURT
41 ONEAL CUTERRY
44 SAM DAWSON

RG
RI
RE
LI-I
RH
FB

NO.
84 BARNEY WADE
76 RAY SLATER
64 DON CORNETT
50 HAROLD HOUSEHOLDER
61 DAVE PEELER
75 JACK MATTOX
85 VANCE STANLEY
14 MIKE PRATT
88 NICK MASICH
21 DALE MESSER
23 BILL WAYTE

11 Dab,. qb
12 Wiland.

qb

14 Lee. qb
15
22
23
24
25
32
33
41
43
44
52
53
SS
60
62

Jones, qb
HurIburt, It
Watson,
Loyd, lh
Yeyna, It
Rockholt, lb
Colorribero, lb
Cutrry, rt
McChsny, rh
Dawson, rh
Atteberry,
%Vent, c
Earl, c
Nickolas, rt
Harrah, Iss

66 Eder, lq
67 Ymasaki. lq
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
77
80
II
83
84
85
116
87

Atkins, rg
Cristofani, rg
Elias, rt
Royer. rt
Wright, rt
McNees*. It
lberra, It
Ennis, It
Conley, le
Donohue. re
Colchico. t
Schreiber. lit
Aopledoorn, le
Hayseed, r
Smith, le

RE
RI
RG

Campus Cords

LG
LT
LE

Can t ILO em, a L’g
value you can’t afford to
miss. 9 -oz. pinwale. All
sizes and lengths. Charcoal and antelope cnkr.
Alterations
L pc
16P J
free.

RH
LH
FB

Fresno St. Squad

SJS Squad
63 Miley, rq

POS.

12
13
14
20
2I
22
23
24
30
31
32
33
34
41
42
43
44
45
SO
SI
53
54

Elder, qb
Kuhn, qb
Pratt, qb
Aguilar, It
Miner, II,
Owent. It
Wayl. It
Pharos, 16
Gorrell. lb
Iwasaki. fb
McWilliams. fis
Owens. B., lb
Lewis, lb
Cterino. fis
Cain, rli
Guinn, rh
Ragsdele rh
Campisi, rls
Minch. rh
Housisholdr, c
NagI, c
Earle, c
Olsen, c

60
61
62
63
64
65
68
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
SO

)2

1115
86
II
11

Reticle, rg
Peeler, rg
Schritchfield. lq
Runell, in
Cornett, rg
Vukaiich. Ig
DorGerabadian, rg
Flake. rt
Fanucci. If
WOMACIl, 1g
Olson. rt
Wide. rt
Matter. it
Slater, rt
Ratliff. It
Clinger, id
Sett
rt, Is
Sheridan, Is .
Stanley, le
Ratliff. re
Nowell, re
Race, ris

Car Coats
Wool and cashmere
blends. Latest patterns
and colors. Large se!action,
from

19 95

Top Coats

SAVE TIME AND MONEY ON YOUR HOLIDAY TRIPS
SANTA BARBARA
LOS ANGELFS
TRUCKEE
RENO

round trip
one way
1321
623
7 37
1 3 27
9 1111
5 10
12 25
110
All arks. Ours tax

GREYHOUND’

’end;, and
-c,n
gabard ne. Some water repellent, Latest patterns and sizes.
From

15.95

THERE’S A GREYHOUND AGENT NEAR YOili

DUNDEE
119 South First Street
"Come on

It’s such a comfort to take the bus...and leave the driving to us!

,

in and browse

[inc Kimura First, 1"--"’"’"
Only Trainer SJS !A
Ever Had

Glance at SJS Grid

The first and only full time
trainer SJS athletes have ever
known is Line Kiimira who began
his de ties while completing his
studies here in 1946.
He earned his AB degree at San
Jose in 1949 and was awarded
Master’s degree from Stanford in
1954. He was a charter member
and former president of the Pacif:
Coast Trainers Assn.
Kimura has tended the athletes
of SJS for the past 12 years. He is
a familiar sight in the locker room I
of the Spartan grid team tendin.to injuries that were inflicted d..
ing the football battles.
aas fl

San Jose State Basketball Squad
Coaches Prepares 59
r
f or ’ 58-’ Hoop S ession
idaY. N"ernber" 1!7

,fe4 kik

Titchenal: Coach
Menges: Passing Of Year in 1953 Feldman: Former
Record King Here
All-Coast Guard
Coach Bob Titchenal, one of the
youngest head coaches on the West
Coast at 41, is in his second year
as head football coach. He took
over the top post from Bob Bronzan. who coached from 1950
through 1956, currently in charge
of intramural league play.

1
1

along %sills Jt.’ transfers Ilenry and
San Jose State’s 1958-59 edition 220 lbs. and a junior.
of the varsity basketball team thus
Embree, 6-4’a, 190 lbs., is also a Smit h. They are both 6-5 and
far numbers 20 members. Coach candidate for the key position around the 220 lb. mark.
Walt McPherson and assistants
Stu Inman and Jerry Vroom have
high hopes for an inexperienced,
but hustling squad.
Though on the short side, as
basketball players grow, the
liege
team has some fine
Shooters." according to Inman.
McPherson long has had a reputation as one of the outstanding mentors In the West Coast
Athletic Conference and for that
matter. in Northern California.
Basketballers reporting for duty
have been Al Andreas, Cliff Blirrett, Bob Chapman, Jim Embree,
Ned Fitzgerald, Denny Harris, Jon
Harris, John Henry, Martin Joseph, Arney Lundquist, Joe McGrath, Mike O’Brien, Gary Ressa,
Larry Resse r, Al Simon, Dick
Smith, Buzz Ulrey, Dick Underhill,
Jim Whelihan and Clyde Woods.
Fitzgerald is the only returning
starter from last year’s hardwood
quintet. Embree, Lundquist. Ulrcy
and Jon Harris were reserves on
the team. I.undquist played behind
center Mary Branstrorn and is 6-7,

cne Menges holds most ot the
Line Coach Marty Feldman
Spartan passing records and serves
joined Coach Bob Titchenal as line
coach
here.
In
as backfield
1949
coach at New Mexico in 1955. In
he completed 99 passes in 182 at1956 he was an assistant coach at
tempts for 1490 yards. 16 totichValley JC before corning into the
downs and a completion percenTitchenal won Skyline Coach Spartan picture in 1957.
tage of 54.5.
Feldman was an All -Coast guard
of the Year honors %% hilt. at New
In three years he amassed a
Mexico In 1933. lie has also in 1947 under Marchie Schwartz at
total of 180 completions in 384 atserved as an assistant at West Stanford. He served at his alma
tempts for a grand total of 3081
Virginia (under Deliroot), New mater as freshman coach for a
yards. He attended Anaheim High
Mexico. Den s e r and l’SC. lie year and three years as JV mentor.
and Fullerton JC before entering
In his prep days at Southgate
was head coach at New Mexico
SJS.
High in Los Angeles, Feldman
for three years.
He joined the Spartan staff in
During his pro days Titchenal earned all-league football honors
1952 after a year as assistant
and also participated in baseball
hadaninterruptionwhilehe
coach at James Lick High in San
served four years in the Navy as a and track. Ile attended Oregon in
Jose.
lieutenant. He played and coached 1941 and then joined the Marines.
at Chapel Hill Pre-Flight, Lake- He served five years in the Marine
San Jose State fullback Kent hurst Naval Air Station and
St. Corps.
Rockholt once struck out 17 of
He believes this year’s line to be
Mary’s Pre -Flight.
21 men while pitching for Cadmuch improsed over the 1957 forThe
coach
had
his
troubles
man t Hie) School.
with an inestscrhqwed squad last ward wall. Feldman, along with
San Jose State varsity water
year and a rugged schedule. the other coaches, takes turns
scouting the following week’s opHoweser, he managed to guide
polo squad thus far has amassed a
the team to a 3-7 record and ponents when the Spartans are record of 11 wins and four losses.
HAVE A FINE
wins over Denser (27-201. San playing. Movies of each game are
The Spartans opened their
TIME GRADS!
Diego State (46-11) and Hawaii reviewed by the staff.
.. campus leader, natch.
schedule with three straight tri(1.2-0).
umphs before bowing to a stubborn
I hear he’s wearing
This year he already has bagged
And .f you want your say to be
GROOMS NEW
USC squad which boasted several
three wins with two games left,
"ICELANDER"
pleasant and comfortable, male your
Olympic members on their squad.
STADIUM JACKET...
including tomorrow’s FSC tilt.
reservations now at Traveler’s Rest
The tankmen followed up with anarid ta ZIGGLYARK
Motel.
other string of three wins before
at only
15.95
bowing to San Francisco Olympic
P.S. Open a Junior Charge
Club. In this string was a victory
Account at Grodins Men’s
over Cal. This victory was the first
loely. modern rooms at reasonable
Store on your own signs’
victory for a Spartan polo squad
rates near Spates Stckom.
ture.
PITTSBURGH (UPI) The
over Cal in five years.
best - known quarterback of the
Coach Charlie Walker’s squad
1920’s hailed modern football today
MEMBER OF THE
has been a welT balanced squad
’Max Coley joined the Spartan as a "gridiron revolution"
%%Inch
DINER’S CLUB
bolstered by eight veterans. Scormentors in 1955 after starring as has produced faster
thinker s,
ing has been supplied by Pete
an All-American J(.7 halfback at faster movers
and above all
Ueberrot h, Roger Scaife, Lou
Northeast Oklahoma A&M, play- more intelligent players.
TRAVELER’S
Christensen, K. C. Cooper and Bill
ing at SJS and serving four years
Harry Stuhlrireher of Not
as an assistant football coach and Dame’s fabled "Four Horsemen" Augenstein.
REST MOTEL
BEST EARTH CLOTHES AROUND!
head wrestling coach at Tulare said he marvels at
the way the
1315 South First Street
High.
VALLEY FAIR, 2801 Stevens Creek Road
game has developed since he play(Highway 101)
Coley is freshman coach here ed
Tues., Wed. and
HOURS: Mon. 1;039.2
and also helps scout SJS opponents
Son Jose
CY 741141
"These fellows today are way
5.30;
9.309.3C
Sat
for the staff.
ahead of us." said Stuhldreher.
"The teams have better coaching and better facilities. The
players are faster movers and
faster thinkers. But what has
impressed me most is the Increasing number of Intelligent
players."
When he became an executive
with US. Steel in 1950, Stithldreher ended a football career that
spanned 35 years as a player and
HR - s, -+ERE SHALL WE 91.1Y THE RINGS. HONEY?
coach. After his graduation from
Notre Dame in 1923 he went to
Villanova as coach where he reSTYLI.
HAVE
THEIR
RINGS
-HDei
SHE
530UT PROCTOR’S?
mained 11 years and spent the next
14 years at Wisconsin.

WELCOME ALUMNI!

COMPLETE YOUR FESTIVE WEEKEND
Drive Out to

UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE
Pancakes that please everyone from everywhere

Santa Clara
1680 El Camino Real
CHerry 3-8256

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c

Polo Squad
Possesses
Fine Record

Coley: Handles
Yearlings at SJS

a

4114140

Famous Back
Notices Better
Footballay

COAST
RADIO

Ary’" Time to Talk DIAMONDS

CCI)/P

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

Open 24 his.

NOW BRINGS YOU
through the miracle of
Long -Playing High. Fidelity records

French Spanish
or

,..Qheci
,
$
f1

Language Course

HE -AND I LIKE. THEIR STYLE OF DOING BUSINESS....
NO RAllLE-DAllLE! WE’LL GET A FAIR SHAKE.
SHE

PROCTORS IT SHALL DE, MY LOVE.

REAL Wthee-r(mite to YeceitAi

Spartan Booters
Defense Tight
SJS varsity soccr’i squad, still
looking for its first Northern Intercollegiate Soccer Conference
win, boast the second highest defensive squad in the league.
The Spartan booteis are second
only to USE’, which has been
picked by the experts to represent
the west in the national playoffs.
Coach Julie Meneedez’ hooters
played a tight 1-1 stilemate with
Cal in the opening time game at
Spartan Stadium,
The Spartans will I Kik for their
first win when they face Santa
Clara Broncos.

Thanks to the miracle of long-playing records, you can now learn to
speak French or Spanish front
NATIVE instructors, quickly- at home
nd in your spare time -and not for
the $29.95 this Course has always
cost, but for only $9.95-a saving to
you of exactly $20.00: Or, if you
prefer, you may learn Italian, German, Hebrew or English for the
same low price.
Why is this remarkable savings
posaible? Bemuse now the famous f
"LIVING LANGUAGE Course, originally in French and Spanish, consisting of 40
lessons which formerly occupied 20 standard -sine
78 RPM records, has been reproduced on (oily
4 long-playing 33. RPM records! Thin is the
Identical Course for which thousands have long
paid $29.95. Not a word changed -not a syllable
left outl But because of the miracle of long -play’
lag records we can now offer it at
i reduction

WELCOME HOME
GRADS!

The Amazing New
Better Speech Course
IM

NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

WHEN IT camEs TO

DIAMONDS

TROPICAL

YOU’LL DO BEST

AT

GIFT SHOP

PROCTOR’S
Open Mon. & Thurs.
’fil 9 p.m.

L_

for the HolaJayt.
Come in end browse.

(t.s,t to Sea’s C,Anclisol
10 E. SAN FERNANDO

91

50.

FIRST STREET ,

civeiett

CY 4-6712

r-

$29.9:
9

Come in to store..
Phone or Mail Coupon Today

yew

$

Important’

linNillsk NANO
Ike 00000 tn

f
Ion

he secrete.
Noe von ran acquit.
methods and control Mai rery I
feetis speaker must food..
You
can he th Lind of polished, dynanne
spoialter sli.t is always the center of
altrsetion at pestles and buslnots
gathotngs
galn the power to en’
Certain and hold the Interest of anr
audience
present your ideas In a
manner’ And
roomful. conIncIng
coo tan do this *Imply he relasing
and listening fart /1 miner’s a gee
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BULLIAN STARRED IN 1955 SJS LOSING CAUSE

Intramural Program
Offers Participation

keen interest to compete in the in- prove’ from either their private
tramural program. At the end of , physician or the College Health
each particular sport the winner Service before active participation
of the fraternity league and winner in the sports program.
of the independent league play off
This year’s Intramural Sports
for the championship.
Director is Robert T. Brossan.
All students assume full responOther sports which offer comAim of the Intramural Sports sibility for participation in the In - petition are bowling, swimming.
in
I tivision is to make participation
immure’ Sports program. All stu- basketball, volleyball, track, sat the program desirable to the lardents are obligated to receive ap- ball and wrestling.
gest number of men students
5.
leasable. The program is quite
varied and gives every individual a
chance to participate no matter
what his level of ability or sports
#
Crush Those Bulldogs!
interest may be.
The 1955 SJS tram ended ssith a :1-3-1 record. It
iii that scar.
Before the game enjoy .
administers
s
.division
%%
1
The
ineen,
WU% the first victory for the Buildnits over the Sparta
Hamburgers
separate programs, inter-fraternit)
1947. The Bulldogs also won in 1956 (30-111 and 19,17 113-61.
chili
Plus
24:
and independent. They are set up
at this manner so as to have all
resident fraternities compete
both to take out
;11-1(e.")
BURGER20c
against themselves. The indepenTHE
dent league represents groups of
3.
-.. r
teams comprised of boarding
HOUSE
hosises. clubs, houses, and primer(r4,0 to miniature golf)
338 N SANTA CLARA
Iv ans izi,.
formed that has a
1
Intramural sports on campus are
mended primarily to afford an
iiportunity for athletic participation for the majority of students,
and further, to cultivate $kills
which enable them to carry on recreational pursuits later in life.

ellse Bullion, 1955 Spartan halfback, is about to be piled on in
this action during the 1955 San Joiw-Fresno State gaine. Though
the Spartans lost, 19-13, Burnam was outstanding for the squad

AAU Judo Here
SJS is one of the few colleges in
the country that boasts a judo
team. Judo was instigated to go
hand In hand with the college’s
Pollee School. The 1959 AAU judo
championships will be staged here.

INSIST
ON NIS
LABEL

IA

I

Gold rtivet.,
WESTERN

JEANS

Fit night Before
and

AFTER crushing

Spartans Hold S light Edge Over
Fresno in Rivalry Dating to 1921

idominate the inter-school clashes first year as coach and promptl
.
By Harvey Johnson
’until 1956 when a Po werful Fresno lost a 13-6 decision to the vaunted
A rivalry that dates back to
Spartans, 19-13.1 Bulldogs.
1921 will be resumed on the Spart- squad upset the
The following year the Spartans
In the 1957 tussle, the Bulldogs
an .Stadium gridiron tomorrow
suffered a 30-19 pasting adminis- were lead by fullback Dean PhilFresno
State
between
night
tered by the Bulldogs from the ! pott, quarterback Mike Pratt and
College and San Jose State’s
Raisin City.
halfback George Van Zant.
Spartans.
Under SJS coach, Bob Titchenal.
Pratt had replaced injured first
San Jose State has won 13 the Spartans opened Titchenal’s
string quarterback Jim Kuhn for
games while losing 10 and tieing
the SJS game. San Jose drew first
three. No contests were Oar, blood when they went into a field
from 1922 through ’24, 1928, 163:,
goal formation on fourth down on
through ’38 and 1943 through ’45.1
the Fresno 11 -yard line. Dick VerFollowing the Spartan victory !
meil took the snap from center
In 1921 it wasn’t until 1929 that
and sped around end for the
the Spartans were able to organ touchdown.
Ise an attack which could conquer’
Pratt caught the San Jose dethe stubborn FSC Bulldogs. The
fense napping and tossed a 25-yard
Spartans lost games to the Bull- I
’quo to Darrell Moody. Moody
dogs the following two years but
caught the ball on the Spartan
returned strong to defeat FSC,
30-yard line and raced the remain18-0, in 1933.
ing yardage for the TD. Pratt 1
The greatest moral victory the
didn’t’ stop there. He fed a pass
Spartans achieved, would point to
to George Van Zant who made
the 1939 tussle between the two
brilliant catch on the Spartan 11 arch rivals. Both clubs were undeyard line. Front here the Bulldogs ’
feated going into the traditional
used their ground attack to score’
battle. The ’39’ San Jose club had
the winning touchdown.
ae one of its members Bob TitcheRicketts scoring from the f/1"
nal. present San Josehead coach.
yard line.
The Spartans upset the favored
SJS will enter tomorrow night’s
Bulldogs 42-7. This victory, many Dale Messer, 160 Its. Fresno
of the oldtimers claim, was the State halfback. Is one of the game and attempt to break the
top runners on the Bulldog
three year domination by the Bullgreatest SJS victory achieved at squad.
dogs as well as return to its winthe hands of the Bulldogs.
ning ways, following a lack-lustre
The Spartans went on to comperformance at COP last Saturday.
pile an unbelievable record of
wins against no losses. The Golden
Raiders, as the Spartans were then
known, opened the 1940 season
against the Fresno ball club and
continued where it left off the
previous year with a 14-7 triumph
Future SJS football teams will
over the Bulldogs. The 1940 season have to rely on their
freshman
proved to be another banner year team to provide
impetus. and this
for the Golden Raiders as they year’s graduating first
year men
compiled a record of 11 wins and should be a
welcome addition to
one defeat.
next year’s varsity.
Fresno returned to the victory
Max Coley’s Spartababes have
scene in 1947, when they defeated
sparkled like jewels while winniii
one
in
21-29,
Raiders.
the Golden
five of six contest s. The te:e
of the closest games between the
’ started quickly by downing Tre;itwo rivals. San Jose Continued to
tire Island, 16-6, marching re ,
McClellan Air Force, 52-18 a,
providing thrills while dumpi r
San Francisco State’s JV
Spartan golf teams have pro- and Cal Poly Freshmen by Wm:
duced one NCAA champion, two Heal scores of 20-14.
NCAA medalists and two CaliforInjuries hurt the team to Sill
nia state amateur champions. extent as the team was hopped I,’
Bobby Harris was the champion 42-16 by Fresno State’s freshrnm
and once a medalist along with Four injured players on the fir’
Morgan Fottrell. Ken Venturi and string team did not play and hi Eli Bariteau were the two Califor- pared the defensive alignment.
rnia champions
However. against (’OP’s
men, even with various ailmerl
confronting Coley’s players. th,
team came from behind to nip IL
little ’Bassinette’s’ 30-28. Dele’
rely, the team held the COP
version try and walked off with
victory.
Many of the players are
pected to show varsity poteei
,aildn’t 1(11. like ro
next year. Among them at, Burton, Floyd Elliott. Eddic
know more al I the op.
Ron Dominguez, Henry Chamn.
portunities for college

Spartababes Roll
To Five Victories
Out of Six Tries

THEY’RE
GUARANTEED!

Sanforized for continued

snug fit, in authentic Western style with leather label.
Heavy weight denim, durostitched, riveted and bar.
tacked at vital points.
26 to 32, 3.55
33 to 40, 3.75

at plltur Faorite
Campus Store

inters how %ill] our college
recruiter. Mrs. Ham )))) a
Vgan, Werltiestla, Nos. 119.

Stuffed Turbot. Abalone, Lobster and other
equisitely prepared.
seafood favorites all

See

Charcoal Broiled Steaks. Roasts and Fowl
dishes to delight your palate.
specialities

Rcservations
Dial
RE 6-2072

For your afterdinner entertainment, hear Manny
Seen: play your favorites on the sensational Coats
Organ
in the new Patio Room. Tuesday thru
Saturday.
Dinners 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

El Camino Real at Cherry Chase, Sunnyvale

Welcome Back
Alumni
Visit ...
Our New Spartan Bookstore

Take home a
Spartan memory
Spartan Drinking Mugs
Spartan Jackets
Spartan Baby Bibs and Tee Shirts
Spartan Sweat Shirts

Mike Teudeaus. Paul

Aire

-7/oteer Kilt/
36 E. San Antonio
4

.(

Many other fine selections

come

in and look around

7reia

per.1

for a definite time.

PACIFIC TELEPHONE

Continental Cuisine

For Party

Fred Daniels and Gary Yates.
Burton, Elliott. Mann and
larke are backfield men: Dom
cuez, Chamnes and TrtIck‘iltIX In
linemen: and Daniels and Y’ play end.
The F’i-osh will play Napa Ji
Napa next Friday in their finm

,

, 1.. k,’uanIsity

Famous for Seafood

A TIP FOR A MISS!

FIND OUT NOW ...
Arrange for a personal

Get ’em State!

Dining Pleasure on the Peninsula

Golf Champions

women in the telephone
company not only in
San Francisco but other
rities as teen?

5,,,,.,, ,

CY 3-7150

Christmas Cards
50’

Spartan onBookstore
Right

campus

off

,1=minNAMMINI..

liC11.4.11tAN DAILY
Frilay, November 14. 19:ie

Boxing Team
Holds PC1
NCAA Titles
9.15’ varsity boxing team produced four NCAA champs last
spring at tin national tournament
in Sacramento, when the boxers
won the NCAA team champion on the squad were
Archie Milton, heavyweight division. Welvin Stroud. 139 lb. division; Bob Tufuya, 119 lb. division:
T. C. Chung, 112 lb. division.
’the Spartans also captured the
Pacific Coast Intercollegiate team
championship under the coaching
of Julie Menendez, and
be
back to defend their laurels.
Champions of the various weight
divisions from SJS were Milton,
Strait& Chung and Nick Akana, a
125 lb. entry.

I - Corners
Meet Toda
By RUDY DEL RIO
Ten Northern California crosscountry squads anxiously await the
four o’clock gun at Spartan Stadium this afternoon as they compete in SJS’ annual All -Corners
!meet, considered as Northern California’s Cross -Country Championships.
The AU -Comers meet highlights harrier festivals in Northern California. Fresno state, n’versa) of (’Idifornia, Stanford.
Sun Francisco State. (’al Poly.
Santa Clara Youth (’enter,
Franrisro Olympic (’lob, Sarramento State, College of the Pacific and host San Jose State will
be the team *I competing for
laurels.
Last year, Spa r t a n thinclads
copped top honors in the colorfte

WELCOME GRADS!
DANCING AND ENTERTAINMENT
Featuring \Nes Lawton; Band every Thursday. Fr;day and
S
a^d Sunday
5

EL MATADOR
910 N. 13th, NEAR ROSA

YOUR HOMECOMING

oweri
OF COURSE FROM

BAKMAS
CY 2-0642

FLOWER
SHOP

1098 Santa Clara

ERWIN CLEANERS
"Qualify Work of NO Increase in Price"
Sweaters Cleaned and Blocked
Beautifully
I -hr. Service at no Extra Charge
424 E. Santa Clara

20% Discount
with ASB Card

Something to Write Home About
The fr;end’y -just.hie.horne- atmosphere of

101 MOTEL
CLOSE TO COLLEGE AND TOWN
FINE RESTAURANTS NEARBY
21 MODERN UNITSTv
ALL CREDIT CARDS HONORED

1787 So. 1st St. (U3.101 So.)

CY 3-6553

TOPCOATS for
with the purchase of a
suit. While they lost!!

$

1

Gordons
Department Store
199 SOUTH FIRST STREET
No Money Down I
Year to Pay

...traditional
Japans Dining
SIrLyslai

Toriak,

Tmpw

LUNCHEON
!DINNERS

COCiCiAlLS
es

anemia CIDIAM Wit

it 3 0.11,

f.

itittAlta,

aitzten4
YOAsibire S. 1411

2115Corame IAA

Emily Ablett

CY 2-6880

San

EMMY

II 11115.

Meemesla Via.

Hubert Ablett

meet. The Spartans are given a
good chance to repeat a win since
they have the ads antage of running on familiar terrain and are
paced by a small galaxy of rising
stars.
Don Kelly and Bill Morgan have
been consistent performers for the
Spartans all season. They provide
the thinciads with an effective onetw. finishing duo. Sam Holt and
red Ragsdale Pulse also been impressive for the Spartan squad.
They are depended upon to provided those extra points that result
in team victory.
Top competitors that have
strong first place potential are
Brian Matravers and Alan Gaylord, California. Stanford’s Keith
%% allure has edged Morgan and
Kelly in previous meets. Jack
Mardin representing San Francisco Olympic i’lub also looms as
a top threat.
Woody Covington, ex -state prep
mile champion, is another California Bear that could press the harriers to the tape.
A record turn-out is anticipated
by Coach Bud Winter for this colorful event. Last year’s meet drew
a little tinder a handred spectators.

Cal Poly
To Play
SD State
SAN LUIS OBISPO
Though
the Cal Poly Mustangs last weekend upset the nation’s second
ranked small college football team,
the Montana State Bobcats. 16 to
6, there is no time to rest this
week as this Saturday night the
local foothallers,have an important
CCAA date with the unpredictable
San Diego State Aztecs.
Coach Roy (Silver Fox)
Hughes’ Mustangs turned in "the
greatest team effort, ever"
against the Bobcats last Saturday, turning in the sparkling
triumph before more than 7.000
spectators. The "Fox" had nothing but praise this week for the
tireten and Gold forward wall
and singled out Bobby Beathard,
Bruce Butterfield, and Curtis
Mil for turning in top With idual
performances.
Hughes commented that Beathard, 1957 little all -coast quarterback and senior co -captain on the
Mustang eleven, tamed in his best
game at the signal calling post as
a Mustang. Curtis Hill, brother to
letterman halfback Willis. snagged
sesen passes against MSC two
less than Charles Weber’s 1948
record mark of-nine against Whittier. Besides his ’offensive antics,
he pleased the Silver Fox with his
defensive p I a y. Butterfield was
outstanding on defense.
s
Hughes has only to think batk
’o the 14-0 defeat suffered against
Fresno State___the only blemish on
he Mustang eight outings to date
-to realize he has to keep the
;Teen and gold "mentally up" for
he forthcoming conference match.
The Hughesimen bent San Jose
State Spartans, 10-6, and were
strong favorites the following
weekend to defeat the FSC Bulldogs, The Fresnans outplayed
the Mustangs to chalk up a
(’(’AA victory, mostly because
they were "up" for the tilt and
the locals seemingly p;ere relying yin their San Jose showing to
tide them fuer for the Fresno
encounter.
Hard work this week including
ong hours on pass defense is hoped
o impress the Mustangs with the
langerous Aztecs who boast one of
he coast’s finest collegiate passers
n Joe Dukes. The SDS’ers of Paul
lovernali opened the ’58 campaign
)y falling 25-0 to the UCSB Gau!hos. But since then they have
ield their own in conference play.
rhe Aztecs scared the FSC Bull logs recently before finally Win,’
r2-20. This past weekend saw t:
Border City eleven lose to I,
lowerhouse San Diego Marini,
the only team to defeat the I’,
Mustangs, 25-0.

Spartan Picks
I Sahunlda
Trams
1 (WM
iari-I. retals-e-iii:7as

Chatolan
(34-3.1)
tus

Cal-Wash.
I Oaf.
Kuwait-Iowa Ob, I Sews St.
i leek. St.
1111414.114.-114Ina.
Ore, St.-Stanford
Ore, St.
ND-No. Carolina
ND
Syracuse -Colgate
Syracuse
LMI -Mita. St.
&Arra-Detroit
Detroit

CaL
lows, St.
Mich. St,
Ore. St.
ND
Syracuse
LAU
49ers

cifol;-Waiiii-iit.

atiaddi. at.

cos,

Lucia
(U44)
845
I Waal, 114.
Cal,
Iowa St.
Mleh, St,
Ore. St.
ND
Syracuse
hers

I Johnson
(3144)
i 8.115
I Wash. St.
I Cal,
I Iowa SR
I Mich. St,
Ore. St.
I ND
I Syracuse
Detroit

Errors Pave Way
For Win Bronzan

Fraterni[y Pentathlon Champion
Search Will Begin on Monday
Coach Bud Winter extended the as well as team trophies for frater’limbering up’ word for fraternities nity members, based on a five mail
from each house.
who feel they have the top all- score
around track athlete. Beginning
FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
Monday, the search will be on for
the best fraternity pentathlon mewl Golf Driving Range
as well as a varsity decathlon
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
champ.
35it bucket with ASB Card
Trophies will be awarded to inS 10th & Tully Road
dividual finishers in various events

Patronize Our Advertisers
WOOD’S MENS STORE
WELCOME GRADS
(and everybody else)

181 South First Street

WELCOME HOME, GRADS!
All A.S.B. Members Please Note:
For placement, graduation and contest photos,
please remember to . . .
Bob Bronzan Is shown as he appeared to Spartan opponents in
1939. Besides *ening as a member of the Golden Raiders, Brim’
ran coached here and Is currently an ’advisory’ scout.

"JUST PICTURE YOURSELF"
at

By GREGORY H. BROWN
"Assuming both teams are fairly equal in ability, a scouting report
makes the difference between a winner and a loser. The team that
makes the fewest errors, whether it be football, baseball or basketball,
usually forms the basis for ultimate victory."
Bob Bronzan, San Jose State intramural sports director and one
of the top college game scouts on the coast in a recent interview was
the top college game scouts on the coast in a recent interview was
summing up some of his views on the present pigskin scene.
Bronzan has been coaching some 17 years. Not counting high
school, Bronzan served as coach for Long Beach City College for one
years in the Air Force and has been at San Jose since 1946. He served
as the Spartans head football coach in 1950 and held this position until
1956 when he voluntarily resigned.
ACTIVE COAST SCOUT
He has been an active game scout on the coast for some time. As
a "game scout" Bronzan scouts college games for such notable elevens
as Notre Dame, Army, Florida, Cincinnati, Navy and Hawaii. Bronzan
served this season, prior to the college season, as advisory coach for
the Philadelphia Eagles pro football squad. "I was more of a technical
adviser really," Bronzan smiles.
"Yes, I know what you mean in speaking of dull college games,"
Bronzan answered in reply to this first question. "I think, however,
the colleges are leaning more toward a pro type of offense in certain
areas.
PRO VS. COLLEGE FOOTBALL
In comparing the pro game with the collegiate brand of pigskin
rivalry Bronzan pointed out that the collegiate teams were apt to
center around a few individuals whereas in playing for the big paycheck, every mat, there is tops in his particular position.
"This causes individual stars to come to the front in the collegiate
ranks as the team itself doesn’t represent the top notch players in
every position. The pros on the other hand display a much more spactacular football display because of the outstanding athletes which the
par ranks have."
HOW ABOUT 49ERS
When queried about the 40ers present plight, Bronzan pointed out
that man for man, with the exception of a few in the defensive secondary, he would stack the 49ers up with the Los Angeles Rams, a
team which racked the Bay Eleven a week ago. "I would say the 49ers
have a morale problem: their confidence is lacking," he said.
In speaking of Individual stars Bronzan pointed out that as
.
far as football sense and top-notch quarterbaeking goes Norm Van
limekiln Is his choice as the top signal caller in the game today.
"My backfield would consist of fullback Jim Brown of the Cleveland Browns, Willie Galimore of the Bears, Lennie Moore of the Colts
and Frank Gifford of the Giants.
He also singled out Jon Arnett as perhaps the best back in professional football. Having scouted and coached Arnett in the East-West
classic, Bronzan points out that as well as being one of the "fastest
starters" in the game, Arnett has excellent character off the field. He’s
just a good all-around kid", Bronzan smiled.
PRAISES JOE KAPP
In speaking of individual controversial collegiates on the West
coast, Bronzan heaped words of praise on Joe Kapp, the sensational
quarterback of the passible Rose Bowl bound California Bears. "I recommended Kapp last year in my reports as a top pro prospect and
offensive threat."
-I think as far as Dick Bass is concerned, he will probably
chosen in the second round of the pro football draft nest sear
which is an honor for anyone to achieve."
In summing up Bronzan goes along with the old school of football
in saying "Defense is the most important element in football. Certainly
if a team scores fewer points against you, the chances of your winning
a game are that much greater."
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SHANK’S
DRIVE-IN CLEANERS

A GREAT SPECIAL EVERY WEEK
IN BY 9 . .. OUT AT 5

4

(No extra charge)

4

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK

DRESSES 1.10
DRY CLEANERS
SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second and San Carlos

coNsurr
Dr. Harold Haskell

We have a complete Ilne of bakery goods
to make your party tops.
CAKES
PIES
COOKIES
SNAILS
DONUTS
CUP CAKES
ROLLS
-II ft orro from the Cottageit’s good to EAT!"
BAKED FRESH DAILY

Optometrist
Complete eye sern.nallons
end optical service.
latest styled glasses
and opticI prescrlptions filled
No Appointment Necessary
Easiest Credit Terms
CY 7-1880
100 So, 1st St.

CY 3-3701

ENGINEERING STUDENTS
TO DISCUSS INDUSTRY CAREERS

Amecoining
.Toweri
The Finest, And
You Pay No More!
Students majoring in chemical, mechanical, or electrical engineering are now scheduling appointments to
1,m:a 1885
Second and
San Fernando

e Student’s Flori t

CY 2 8312

.1
.1
.1)

Jose, California

PLANNING A PARTY?

it

obtain information on Food Machinery and Chemical
Corporation, a major national producer of diversified
machinery and chemicals. Company representatives will
visit the campus on November 18.
Arrangements for individual interviews may be made
throue the local college placement office.

1
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EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Services at Trinity 81 N. 2nd
8:00 A.M. Holy Communion
9:25 and 11:00 A.M.
Morning Prayer
W. B. Murdock, Rector
Warren Debenham,
Asst. Rector

SJS High in Degrees
For State Colleges
San Jose State conferred 2,0454.degrees in the 1957-58 academic with 1.310, Fresno State with 1,253
year, according to a report issued and San Diego State with 1.166.
by the State Department of EduOf the 2.04.5 students getting
cation. This was the largest num- degrees at ftrIt4 last year, 579
ber of degrees conferred by any also received teaching creden’ California state college in that pe- tials. An additional 23:1 obtained
riod. Ranking second to San Jose credentials only, making act even
State is Los Angeles State with 2,300 who received degrees
1,740. followed by Sap Francisco and or credentials in 1957-3/4.
State with 1,677, Long Beach State
SJS led the state colleges in the
number of bachelor’s degrees con-

Student Aids
In Scoring
IBM Tests
Otheo may have had their Edison and Alexender Graham Bell,

but SJS has H. P. Durham.
Durham, a graduate student in
business education, is the inventor
of a manual des ice fbr scoring
Ism and objective tests. Displayed
at a psychiatrists’ convention in
Washington D. C. last August, the
CANTERBURY
device now is being used at Long
ASSOCIATION
Beach State College and in the
Student Christian Center
SJS testing office. In addition, it is
92 South Fifth Street
used in the Secondary Education,
Holy Communion at 7:30 A.M.
ferred. 1,834, but ranked fourth in Business Education and PsycholFRIENDS
MEETING
Every Tue
the number of master’s degrees ogy Departments.
(Quakers)
conferred, 211. Los Angeles State
Office Hours: 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.
In describing the device. Durham
11 a.m. Sunday
led with 435, followed by San
Barbara E. Arnold
said. "You can’t. All you can say is
1041 Morse
Francisco
and
Long
336
with
Mrs. Roy E. Butcher
it is so designed that when a stuI block west of the Alameda
Beach with 330.
Campus Workers
Sistwen Davis and Newhall
dent misses a questii in. the correct
Education and business are the answer can he marked on his
fields in which the largest noun - paper. This helps the student
in
her of bachelor’s degrees were his studying. Since the it
conferred by the state colleges, then knows what he
missed, he
education leading with 2,867. or will be able to correct
his miscon29.4 per cent, followed by busi- ception of that question.
"ASSEMBLY OF GOD"
ness with 1,517, or 13.8 per cent.
"The device also allows the per1670 MOORPARK AVENUE
SJS conferred 463 bachelor’s degrees In education and 439 in son correcting the paper to see the
A CHURCH WITH YOUTH IN MIND
business. Sixty-two per cent of entire answer sheet at once. This
I the master’s degrees conferred eliminates the possibility that the
SERVICES
student may be given credit for a
by the state colleges were in the
correct answer, even though he
field of education.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
9:30 A.M.
In the realm of public school may have marked two answers for
WORSHIP SERVICE
10:45 A.M.
service credentials, both teaching the same question."
YOUTH MEETING
6:00 P.M.
and non -teaching, SJS granted 825.
Durham, who is 27. married and
EVANGELISTIC SERVICE
7.30 P.M.
one more than the number issued the father of one child, has been
by San Francisco State. Los An- inventing for some time. Two other
THOMAS G. SUTTON Pastor
geles State was third with 713, inventions besides the test scorer
CYpress 4-2873
Long Beach State fourth with 996 include an electronics teaching aid
and San Diego State fifth with 988. and a flying safety teaching aid.
sr San Jose led in the number of which he designed during his 5’S
kindergarten -primary and special years as a first lieutenant in the
"Looking for a Friendly Church in San Jose?"
secondary credentials granted.
Air Force.

BETHEL CHURCH

COLLEGE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Church of Christ
790 SOUTH 12TH STREET

Christian Church
CYpress 2-7443

SUNDAY SERVICENOVEMBER

16

t

College age class at 9:45 Bible School Hour is Taught by
David Elliott, instructor in Speech Dept. at SJSC
8:30, I I :00Duplicate Morning Worship Services.
9:45Bible School, classes for all ages.
5:30Discussion Groups for all ages.
6:30Evening Service
Nursery Provided

Harold E. Gallagher, Minister

s.
4

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Two Blocks from Campus

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
11:00 MORNING WORSHIP

7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands Minister
"A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday"
TRI-C
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Fellowship Time
Fall Semester: Philosophy and Psychology
The Pink Building
3rd and San Antonio

Official Schedule of

L.D.S. Activities for College Students
WORSHIP

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION

SUNDAY
Priesthood Meeting
Sunday School
Evning Service

CLASSES
Mon -Wed.
Ices -Thurs.

12:30 PM’.
11:30 a.m.

1:00 p.m.

Wednesday

Fireside

900 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
630 11.,,,.

8:30 p.m.

LAMBDA DELTA SIGMA
November 16-12.30 p.m.Pledges Meeting
November 15.6:30 p.m.Pledges Meeting
November 15-4:00 p.m.Football Game (dance and rfrshments

later)

All College Students Welcome
All Activities at Institute of Religion

10th and San Fernando Streets

CV 7-7600

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
_

Methodism’s Ministry at SJS
FIRST METHODIST
CHURCH
Fifth and Santa Clara Streets
Welcomes you to
9:30 Arfl COLLEGE
INQUIRERS
9:30 a.m., II A.m. MORNING
WORSHIP
"This High AO of foll.,-;,,,JOYCE WESLEY CASE
MAURICE I CHEEK A

St. PAUL’S METHODIST
CHURCH
Tenth"d San Salv-a-dor Sts.
9 30 a re

II

College 14ble Class

A.M. MORNING WORSHIP
FA th And Our FleAlth-

1 IS pm., EV /111141 Vespers
EDWIN M ’,WM .4 ,
.., .
CARL 5.1517051ETZGER ,’

.,
.. ,

THE WESLEY FOUNDATION
The Methodist Student Center in San Jose
CY 2-3707
24 N. Fifth Street
THIS SUNDAY
s
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Campus Iscriarir

U.S. Education Superior
To European Dr. Brun

00 P s4
Saadi Sneer
00.7k4
P.M
"Tiii HUMAN USE OF HUMAN
BEINGS" Or. James J. Asher, Asst. Prof
of Psch., meals on value of individuals in
an a.ie a automation.

"Despite the post-sputnik criti-+
cism of American education, it is our honor students with the stustill far superior to that of Eu- dents of Europe, we have a much
rope," Dr. George G. Bruntz, pro- more accurate basis for comparifessor of social science and educa- son. Such comparison will show
tion, told an audience at the col- that our people have superior
lege Tuesday night. Dr. Bruntz, knowledge and superior training."
Dr. Bruntz said that an Ameriwho toured Europe for six months
last year, visiting secondary can can only feel sorry for both
schools and teacher-training insti- the student and the teacher in
tutions, spoke before the Santa Russia. In the U.S.S.R., he pointed
Clara County Social Studies Coun- out, all students are tinder constant surveillance to make certain
cil.
Most critics of the American they conform to the party line. He
educational system, Dr. Bruntz believes that the lack of freedom.
said, forget that the philosophy of honesty and variety of education
education in America differs are causing boredom and unrest
among Soviet students.
sharply from that in Europe.
"We believe in education for
everyone while European countries
still educate an elite few," he said.
"Actually, we have almost as many
students who are members of the
honor societies in our high schools
and colleges as Europe has in its
entire student body. If we compare

Psychology Study
To Be Encouraged
Attempting to interest students
to do individual work and report
It. the Psychology Department’s
Committee on Superior Students
will meet today to plan the establishment of a Spartan Psychological Assn.
The association will be conducted somewhat like the American Psychological Assn. and will
attempt to get students interested
in psychological research and to
become acquainted with others in
the research field, according to Dr.
Gene Waller. professor of psychology and head of the Committee. Dr. Waller added that toward
the end of the semester there will
be a designated time for the students to give an oral presentation
of their reearch.

Deans Discuss
Transfer Students
Deans from San Jose City College met recently with the SJS
academic Deans’ Council to discuss the problem of transfer sotlents, according to Dr. Fred F.
liarcleroad. Dean of the College.
Dr. Percy M. BiiSR, dean of the
division of instruction at City College, and Miss Mary Duignan. dean
If the student services division,
met with the SJS Council in keeping with the spirit of cooperation
and close relations that have been
maintained between SJS and City
Collein.
Dean Harcleroad said that neat
spring a group of SJS deans will
meet on the City College campus
i for a similar conference.

Rockefeller Profs Discuss Proposals
Richest YetlFor Credential Changes
The hottest property in the Republican Party today is Nelson
Rockefeller. Just elected governor
of New York, he is the wealthiest
man ever to hold such is high office
in America. Some people think he
is headed for the White House.
The wordsRockefeller and
money are inseparable. Nelson will
get 850,000 a year as governor.
That is almost as much as he
makes now in a week. He also
gives away $20.000 weekly.
It wasn’t always that way. In
boyhood he got a 25 cent &Rowans and had the family shoeshine
mention. It served him well In
overcoming the handicap of being
a millionaire in public life.
United Press International writer Jaek V. Fox has prepared three
dispatches on Rockefeller’s wealth,
his boyhood and early life and the
close-knit clan whose only Mat,
erick is Winthrop who settled le
million on his divorced wife Bobo.

,

Four SJS professors heard r(’\
doWts
Kest
ol rAngesion proposals discussed for the ment, but results of the ballet
California credential system at a were not immediateb available.
recent meeting of the California
The council is made up of two
Council on Teacher Education In official representatives from each

Yosemite National Park.
Dr William G Sweeney. Dr.
Gervais W. Ford, Dr. Lowell G.
Keith, professors of education. surd
Dr. June V McCann, head of worn ens’ physical education. :sits -tided
the conference, a hi-annuzil ccrit
held Thursday. Eriday and Satin-day of last week.
According to Itr Sweeney. the
council considers the present ciedential system cumbersome, with
Its 59 separate credentials. The
council voted on the proposal ta

Open et 4 P.M.
Pina with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA

California educational institution.
which ineludes everything front
State colleges to private grade
schools. The council recommends
policy to the State Board of Education.

SUPPLY AND
POWER TOOL MART

355 Almaden Ana., CT 749011
Neat Hie Csic

1401 W. SAN CARLOS
Across From Sears

Library Receives
Memorial Donation The COOP
wishes all
Alumni
and the
students o
SJS a
HAPPY
HOMECOMING!

iiiikds totaling $50 have been
received by the Library from
friends of the late Mrs. Ruth Sandkuhle Kirby. The money is to be
used for purchasing books in her
memory.
Mrs. Kirby died in a light plane
crash Sept. 25 while enroute to a
garden convention.
"Books on roses or speech and
drama might be purchased," according to Miss Joyce Backus. college librarian. Mrs. Kirby was very
active in rose culture, Miss Backus,
noted.
Mrs. Kirby was a speech and
drama maior and was graduated
from SJS in 1933.
A daughter, Julie Ann Kirby, 18,

is a sophomore English major, affiliated with Delta Gamma sorority.

Spartan Graduate
Takes Navy Post
Lieutenant Commander Jackson
L. Morton of the U.S. Navy and
1941 graduate of San Jose State.

SPARTAN FOUNTAIN
Basement Student Union Building

TOPS

IN

ANY

CLASS

recently reported to the Staff of
the Commandant of the Eighth
Naval District in New Orleans, La.
He previously served in the Military Sea Transportation Service
office at St. John’s Newfoundland.
In his new assignment he will be
the MSTS programs officer for
Naval Reserve training.

SMART NEW WAY
TO GET AROUND
IN COMFORT!

IVY
Genuine Deerskin
Cavorter
Probably the lightest, most comfortable
casual you ever wore! Glove-soft deerskin
uppers, cushioned insoles and pliable
belting leather soles provide a "walking on
clouds" feeling. ( orne in and Lry on a pair!
2801 STEVENS CREEK ROAD, SAN JOSE
12
30
Wed.. Sot. 9:30 - 5:30
fri. 5.30 - 540

Store Hours. Monday

SUITS

College styles and colors. Dark slopes, solidsall wool.
Some imported. Student 23. Sizes 36-42.

$44.50
Sport Coats, wool
Wool Slacks

. . $29.95
$ 9.95

The Boys Store & COLLEGE SHOP
321 SOUTH FIRST (Across from Hales)
Open Monday and Thursday ’til 9 p.m.
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GRAND OPEN DIG
TODAY & SATURDAY
Your STANDARD CHEVRON SERVICE STATION
and PARKING LOT right next to the College

Featuring These Services:
LUBRICATION
PARKING
by the
WHEEL ALIGNING
DAY
BRAKE SERVICE
WEEK
MOTOR TUNE-UP
MONTH
CAR WASHING
TIRES BATTERIES All Auto Accessories
COME IN FOR YOUR

FREE GIFT
**-v-

Use Your Standard Credit Card for All Services Including Parking

SPARTAN PARKING CENTER
ACROSS FROM THE LIBRARY ON 4th STREET

Also 3rd and San Fernando

